
REGULAR MEETING OF THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION 
 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2016 
GENOMICS AUDITORIUM, ROOM 1102A 

2:10 p.m. 
 

ORDER OF BUSINESS 
 

PAGE 

1 Minutes  
  Regular Meeting of December 1, 2015 ...............................................................  

 Action Requested: Approval of the Minutes 
3 

   
2 Announcements by the President  
  President Janet Napolitano is unable to attend  
   
3 Announcements by the Chancellor at Riverside  
  Chancellor Kim A. Wilcox will address the Division   
   
4 Announcements by Vice Chancellors  
 A.  Vice Chancellor for University Advancement Peter Hayashida will address the 

      Division 
 

   
5 Announcements by the Deans or other Executive Officers  
 A. Secretary-Parliamentarian:  Election Results ...............................................  6 
   
6 Announcements by the Chair  
   
7 Special Orders  
 A. Consent Calendar*  
 i) Approval of Curricula Changes  
 a) BCOE – Computer Engineering Undergraduate Major ..............  7 
 Action Requested:  Approval of the Consent Calendar  
   
 B. Degree reports, received and placed on file† ................................................  10 
   
 C. Regular Reports of Standing Committees and Faculties, received and 

placed on file 
 

 i) Committee on Courses - Course approvals .....................................  11 
 ii) Committee on Courses - Instructor approvals .................................  15 
 iii) Committee on Courses – Courses not offered for four or more 

years ...............................................................................................  
 

16 

* Approval of all items on the Consent Calendar requires a single unanimous vote called for as the first order of 
business under Special Orders.  At the request of any member of the Division, any such item must be withdrawn and 
considered in its regular order on the agenda [bylaw 4.1.2]. 
 
†Reports received and placed on file "are received as presented and require no further action" [bylaw 4.1.3].  Only 
the reporting committee can change or withdraw these reports; however, at the request of any member of the 
Division, a report will be moved into its regular order on the agenda (Item 10.  Reports of Standing Committees and 
Faculties) where it may be discussed, and motions relating to the report may be offered. 
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 iv) Committee on University Extension - Course/Instructor approvals ..  18 
   
8 Report of the Representative to the Assembly  
 Assembly Meeting, December 9, 2015...............................................................  21 
   
9 Report of Special Committees  
  None  
   
10 Reports of Standing Committees and Faculties   
 A. Committee on Courses – proposed Course Equivalency of Standard and 

Online Courses ............................................................................................  
 

24 
   
 B. Committee on Educational Policy – proposed changes to R6.1 Campus 

Graduation Requirements ............................................................................  
 

58 
   
 C. Committee on Library, Information Technology and Scholarly 

Communication – proposed changes to Bylaw 8.9 .......................................  
 

60 
   
 D. Committee on Planning and Budget – proposed changes to Bylaw 8.18 ......  64 
 Action Requested:  Individual approval of each proposed change  
   
11 Petitions of Students  
  None  
   
12 Unfinished Business  
  None  
   
13 University and Faculty Welfare  
 None  
   
14 New Business  
  None  
 
February 16, 2016 
 
S. See, Secretary-Parliamentarian 
Riverside Division of the Academic Senate 
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Vol. XCI 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ACADEMIC SENATE 
 

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 
OF THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION 

 
MEETING 
The Riverside Division of the Academic Senate met on Tuesday, December 1, 2015 at 2:10 
p.m. in the Genomics Auditorium Room 1102A. Chair J. Wudka presided. The meeting was 
attended by 39 members of the Riverside Division of the Academic Senate.   
 
MINUTES 
The Minutes of the Special Meeting of October 27, 2015 were approved as presented. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE PRESIDENT 
There were no announcements by the President. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE CHANCELLOR AT RIVERSIDE 
Chancellor Kim A. Wilcox addressed the Division and presented a power point presentation to 
discuss the following topics:      
 

• UCR Finances – UCR long-term revenue projections are driven by student growth and 
faculty-driven increases in contracts and grants.   

• Faculty Hiring – As of 7/1/14 we had a total of 688 faculty. We have since added 150 
new faculty that were not part of cluster hires. Cluster hiring is currently in progress. 
Chancellor Wilcox noted that all searches should embrace the responsibility of hiring 
diverse faculty.   

• Federal Research – Chancellor Wilcox provided the UCR Grant Success Rates by 
Agency. In every one of the three primary federal funding sources, we have been more 
successful each year. 

• Physical Master Plan – The expectation is to have the summary/report from the master 
planning process available by January 2016. An announcement will be made when the 
report will be available, and Chancellor Wilcox thanked those involved. One of the goals 
is to open the campus and make it more engaging for pedestrians. 

• Campus Diversity – Chancellor Wilcox presented the latest data on campus diversity 
across faculty, staff and students. He included data on how the diversity of the recent 
faculty hires compare to UCR’s total faculty and to UC faculty system wide. 

 
The Chancellor then accepted questions from the floor. A member asked if the 150 faculty new 
hires, is a net increase. The Chancellor replied that yes, 150 faculty is a net increase.   
 
Another member asked if there are plans to attract/focus on hiring young faculty members. The 
Chancellor responded that the campus has several programs in place (e.g. postdoc programs, 
fellowships, search committees) that can be used to this effect. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE VICE CHANCELLORS 
There were no announcements by the Vice Chancellors. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE DEANS OR OTHER EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
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Associate Provost Ken Baerenklau addressed the Division and provided an update on the 
faculty Cluster Hiring Initiative. He noted that chairs have been appointed for all clusters. Search 
committees and search plans have been approved for all but a couple of the clusters. The 
national advertising campaign has also begun. The Chronicle of Higher Education called the 
Provost’s office and is interested in the cluster hire process. Other campuses have also called 
and inquired about the cluster hiring happening at UCR.  
 
The Associate Provost stated that diversity has been an emphasis of the cluster hiring initiative 
since its inception and is part of the motivation for pursing this approach. Cluster hire proposals 
were evaluated in part on their potential contribution to campus and faculty diversity; the 
national advertisements also emphasize diversity. The Vice Provost for Academic Personnel 
and the Associate Vice Chancellor for Diversity, Excellence and Equity will be presenting a 
hiring seminar for all search chairs and affirmative action officers to attend. Two different dates 
will be offered and they will cover legal issues related to diversity and the hiring process, but 
also provide strategies for being successfully attracting a diverse pool of applicants. Each 
cluster-hire candidate will be required to submit a diversity statement through AP Recruit.  
 
The Associate Provost then accepted questions from the floor. One member asked how much 
investment is being made to resources and space. Chancellor Wilcox noted that the campus is 
hoping to get approval to start construction on a research building in May 2016.  In the interim 
we have approximately $40 million to renovate some of the existing buildings. 
 
Chair Wudka then called upon the Secretary Parliamentarian to provide the report on election 
results.  The Secretary Parliamentarian informed the Division that the results of the 2015-2016 
recent elections for the Division, Colleges and Schools could be found on pages 7 - 8 of the 
meeting agenda.   
 
There were several positions that had no more nominees than vacancies and for which no 
nominations were received from the floor. The Division authorized the Secretary-
Parliamentarian to cast a single ballot for all open positions. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE CHAIR 
Chair Wudka advised the Division of the following items that resulted from the Budget 
Framework Initiative. The agreement between the UC and the Governor ensures a measure of 
stability in the budget. Items concerning the Senate are as follows: 

• All majors will be required to review their upper division offerings with the goal of 
reducing them to a one year equivalent time for completion.     

• The Governor would like the UC to produce 3 year pathways to graduation, and for 5% 
of UC matriculated students to be enrolled in these 3 year pathways.  

• There is an on-going trial at UCR for The Activity Based Costing process – the goal is to 
accurately measure the cost of various activities on campus, including instruction. This is 
the first being tested in three majors in CHASS and two in BCoE. The results are 
forthcoming.  

• The governance of UC Health (not health care benefits) which, was completely in the 
realm of the Regents’ purview is in part being transferred to a governance board which 
will include voting Regents and several advisors, and can affect the manner in which 
health centers are managed. 

 
SPECIAL ORDERS 
The Consent Calendar was unanimously approved. 
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A motion was made to include the Graduate School of Education’s Executive Committee annual 
report among the agenda to the annual reports of faculties received and placed on file. The 
motion was approved unanimously.   
 
The annual reports of standing committees, annual reports of the faculties, degree reports and 
regular reports of standing committees and faculties were received and placed on file.   
 
REPORT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE ASSEMBLY 
Riverside Assembly Representative for the year 2014-2015, Professor Ilhem Messaoudi 
Powers, provided the Division with a written report from the Assembly meeting on June 10, 
2015. This report can be found on page 156 of the full agenda. There were no questions from 
the Division. 
 
REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES 
There were no reports of Special Committees. 
 
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES AND FACULTIES 
Professor David Lo introduced and moved for adoption of the proposed change to Bylaw 8.14, 
found on page 158 of the full agenda. The motion was approved unanimously.    
 
Professor Philip Christensen introduced the proposed changes to Bylaw 8.15.1, found on page 
161 of the full agenda. The motion was approved unanimously. 
 
PETITIONS OF STUDENTS 
There were no petitions from the students. 
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
There was no unfinished business. 
 
UNIVERSITY AND FACULTY WELFARE 
There were no items relating to university and faculty welfare. 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
There was no new business. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:53 p.m. 
 
ATTEST: 
 
S. See, Secretary-Parliamentarian 
Riverside Division of the Academic Senate 
 
Leondra Jacobs 
Recording Secretary 
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SECRETARY-PARLIAMENTARIAN 
REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION 

FEBRUARY 23, 2016 
 

2016-2017 RESULTS FROM THE CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 
 

To be received and placed on file: 
 
1. COLLEGE OF NATURAL AND AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
 
A call for Nominations was issued for the following position: 

 
One Member, CNAS Executive Committee (3 year term) 
To be chosen from the department of Physics and Astronomy  
 
One valid nomination received: 

- Richard Seto 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
BOURNS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

FEBRURARY 23, 2016 
 

To be adopted: 
 

Proposed Change to Computer Engineering Undergraduate Requirements 
 
PRESENT: 
Computer Engineering 
Undergraduate Program 
Major Requirements 
1) Lower-division requirements (72 units) 

a) ENGR 001G  
b) CS 010 or CS 10V, CS 012 or CS 012V, 
or CS 013, CS 014, CS 061 
c) CS 011/MATH 011 
d) EE 001A, EE 01LA, EE 001B, EE 020 
e) MATH 008B or MATH 009A, MATH 
009B, MATH 009C, MATH 010A, MATH 
046 
f) PHYS 040A, PHYS 040B, PHYS  
040C 
g) CHEM 001A or ME 010 
 

2) Upper-division requirements (77 units 
minimum) 
a) CS 100, CS 141, CS 153, CS 161, CS 161L 
b) CS 120A/EE 120A, CS 120B/EE 120B; one 
course from CS 122A or EE 128 
c) CS 111 
d) CS 168 
e) ENGR 180W 
f) EE 100A 
g) EE 114 or STAT 155 
h) Six courses (at least 24 units) as technical 
electives from the following set of upper-division 
courses 
 
 
 
CS 122A, CS 122B, CS 130, CS 133, CS 150, CS 
152, CS 160, CS 162, CS 164, CS 165, CS 166, CS 
169, CS 170, CS 171, CS 172, CS 177, CS 179 (E-
Z), CS 180, CS 181, CS 183, CS 193 
 
EE 100B, EE 105, EE 110A, EE 110B, EE 115, 
EE 123, EE 128, EE 132, EE 133, EE 134, EE 135, 
EE 140, EE 141, EE 144, EE 146, EE 150, EE 151, 
EE 152, EE 175A, EE 175B, ENGR 160 
 
 

 
PROPOSED: 
Computer Engineering 
Undergraduate Program 
Major Requirements 
1) Lower-division requirements (72 units) 

a) ENGR 001G  
b) CS 010 or CS 10V, CS 012 or CS 012V, 
or CS 013, CS 014, CS 061 
c) CS 011/MATH 011 
d) EE 001A, EE 01LA, EE 001B, EE 020 
e) MATH 008B or MATH 009A, MATH 
009B, MATH 009C, MATH 010A, MATH 
046 
f) PHYS 040A, PHYS 040B, PHYS  
040C 
g) CHEM 001A or ME 010 
 

2) Upper-division requirements (77 units 
minimum) 
a) CS 100, CS 141, CS 153, CS 161, CS 161L 
b) CS 120A/EE 120A, CS 120B/EE 120B; one 
course from CS 122A or EE 128 
c) CS 111 
d) CS 168 
e) ENGR 180W 
f) EE 100A 
g) EE 111 
h) EE 114 or STAT 155 
 
 
i) Six courses (at least 24 units) as technical electives 
from the following set of upper-division courses 
 
CS 122A, CS 122B, CS 130, CS 133, CS 150, CS 
152, CS 160, CS 162, CS 164, CS 165, CS 166, CS 
169, CS 170, CS 171, CS 172, CS 177, CS 179 (E-
Z), CS 180, CS 181, CS 183, CS 193 
 
EE 100B, EE 105, EE 115, EE 123, EE 128, EE 
132, EE 133, EE 134, EE 135, EE 140, EE 141, EE 
144, EE 146, EE 150, EE 151, EE 152, EE 165, EE 
175A, EE 175B, ENGR 160 
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The technical electives selected from h) must include 
either CS 179 (E-Z) or EE 175A and EE 175B. The 
selection of the remaining technical electives must be 
planned, in consultation with a faculty advisor, to 
include at least one coherent sequence of two classes 
from either Computer Science and Engineering or 
Electrical Engineering. The technical electives must 
be distinct from those used to satisfy the upper-
division requirements specified in items a) and b) 
above. 
 
Students may petition for exceptions to the above 
degree requirements. Exceptions to Computer 
Science course requirements must be approved by 
the Computer Science and Engineering 
undergraduate advisor or chair, and exceptions to 
Electrical Engineering course requirements must be 
approved by the Electrical Engineering 
undergraduate advisor or chair. Exceptions to other 
requirements require the approval of the 
undergraduate advisors or chairs of both 
departments.  
 
Visit the Student Affairs Office in the College of  
Engineering or student.engr.ucr.edu for a sample  
program. 
 

 
 
The technical electives selected from h) must include 
either CS 179 (E-Z) or EE 175A and EE 175B. The 
selection of the remaining technical electives must be 
planned, in consultation with a faculty advisor, to 
include at least one coherent sequence of two classes 
from either Computer Science or Electrical 
Engineering. The technical electives must be distinct 
from those used to satisfy the upper-division 
requirements specified in items a) and b) above. 
 
 
Students may petition for exceptions to the above 
degree requirements. Exceptions to Computer Science 
and Electrical Engineering course requirements must 
be approved by the Computer Engineering 
undergraduate faculty advisor or chair.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Visit the Student Affairs Office in the College of 
Engineering or student.engr.ucr.edu for a sample 
program. 
 
 

 
Justification: 
Major requirements change to upper division g): The CEN Committee felt that one four-unit course that covers the 
basics of Analog and Digital Signal Processing is an appropriate requirement for CEN majors. EE 110A and EE110B 
cover Analog and Digital processing, respectively, but the CEN committee felt that 8 units of signal processing was too 
much to require for CEN majors. The ECE Department created the EE 111 course in response to the CEN Committee’s 
desire for a 4-unit signal processing course that could meet its requirements for CEN majors. 
 
Removal of EE 110A/B from technical electives: EE 110A and EE 110B cover Analog and Digital Signal Processing 
respectively. The new required EE 111 course covers the aspects of these topics that are appropriate for CEN majors. 
Allowing CEN majors to take EE 110A and/or EE 110B as electives would allow students to earn credit for a significant 
amount of redundant course material. For these reasons, these courses should be removed from the list of CEN technical 
electives. 
 
Adding EE 165 to technical electives: EE 165 is a new course created by the ECE department that covers design for 
reliability for integrated circuits and systems. This topic is well within the scope of Computer Engineering, and 
therefore EE 165 is appropriate technical elective course for CEN majors.  
 
Language regarding the undergraduate faculty advisor: The original language was appropriate for an earlier time 
when the CEN major was jointly administered by the CS and ECE (then EE) departments. CEN is now a standalone 
Program with its own chair and its own undergraduate faculty advisor. The CEN committee voted to change the 
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language so that the CEN chair and undergraduate faculty advisor to perform these functions, not the respective CS and 
ECE chairs and faculty advisors.  
 
Approvals: 
Approved by the Computer Engineering Faculty:     November 25, 2015 
Approved by the BCOE Executive Committee:       January 12, 2016 
Approved by the Committee on Educational Policy:    February 12, 2016 
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THE GRADUATE DIVISION AND EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGES 

REPORT TO THE DIVISION 
FEBRUARY 23, 2016 

 
To be received and placed on file: 
 
Reports of Degrees Awarded - Summer 2015 
 

Bourns College of Engineering 
 Bachelor of Science: ....................................................... 37 
 
College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences 
 Bachelor of Arts: ........................................................... 477 
 Bachelor of Science: ....................................................... 33 
 
College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences 
 Bachelor of Arts: ............................................................. 14 
 Bachelor of Science: ..................................................... 108 
 
School of Business Administration 
 Bachelor of Science: ....................................................... 77 

 
 
 
Report of Degrees Awarded – Fall 2015 

 
Graduate Division 

Master of Arts: .................................................................. 8 
Master of Business Administration: ................................... 0 
Master of Education: ......................................................... 5 
Master of Finance: ............................................................ 2 
Master of Fine Arts: ......................................................... 18 
Master of Professional Accountancy:  ............................... 0 
Master of Science: .......................................................... 68 
Doctor of Philosophy: ...................................................... 59 
   

 
 
The names of the candidates are filed in the official records of the Office of the Registrar. 
 
S. See, Secretary-Parliamentarian 
Riverside Division of the Academic Senate 
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Committee on Courses
Report to the Riverside Division

February 23, 2016

To be received and placed on file:
The Committee on Courses has approved the following courses.

Action: Course: Title: Renumbered From:
Undergraduate Courses:

NEW BIOL 105 V Evolution Online (4)
NEW CPLT 175  Women in African Literature (4)
NEW EDUC 030 S Racial Gaps in Educational Opportunity and Achievement (4)
NEW EDUC 050 V Intercollegiate Athletics and American Higher Education (4)
NEW EDUC 051  Introduction to Higher Education: Current Issues and Debates (4)
NEW ENGL 105  Slow Reading (2)
NEW ENSC 103  Environmental Pollution and Health (4)
NEW ENTX 103  Environmental Pollution and Health (4)
NEW GEO 111  NUMERICAL SKILLS IN GEOSCIENCE (4)
NEW HISA 127  The United States and the World (4)
NEW HIST 198 G Public History Practicum (1-12)
NEW MATH 006 A Introduction to College Mathematics for the Sciences (4)
NEW MATH 006 B Introduction to College Mathematics for the Sciences (4)
NEW MCS 130  Filipino American Culture (4)
NEW MCS 155  Advanced Moving Images: Film, Video and New Media (4)
NEW SOC 148  Special Topics Discussion in Sociology (2)
NEW TFDP 123  Asian/American Theatre: Disorienting the Stage (4)
NEW TFDP 143  Scene Painting (4)
DELETE ANTH 108  Anthropology of Global Media (4)
DELETE ANTH 115 Q Archaeological Interpretations (4) Great Basin Culture History
DELETE ANTH 133  Anthropology and International Development (4)
DELETE ANTH 134  Anthropology of Resource Management (4)
DELETE ANTH 135  Nutritional Anthropology (4)
DELETE ANTH 137  Anthropology: The American Tradition (4)
DELETE ANTH 138  Class and State Formation (4)
DELETE ANTH 140 F Ethnographic Interpretations (4) California Indian Peoples
DELETE ANTH 140 J Ethnographic Interpretations (4) The Andes, Past and Present
DELETE ANTH 140 O

Ethnographic Interpretations (4) An Anthropology of Mexicans of the Southwest United 
States

DELETE ANTH 140 T
Ethnographic Interpretations (4) Agriculture and Rural Society in Mexico: Past and 
Present

DELETE ANTH 141  Database Design for Anthropology (4)
DELETE ANTH 142  Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Software for Anthropology (4)
DELETE ANTH 155  Human Osteology (4)
DELETE ANTH 156  Advanced Osteology (4)
DELETE ANTH 159  Demographic Anthropology (4)
DELETE ANTH 166  Cultural Perspectives of Cancer (4)
DELETE ANTH 170  Ethnobotany (4)
DELETE ANTH 171  Field Course in Maya Archaeology (4-12)
DELETE ANTH 174  Anthropology and Film (4)
DELETE CS 049 (E-Z) Language Laboratory (2)
DELETE CS 049 E Language Laboratory (2) Introductory C and C++
DELETE CS 049 M Language Laboratory (2) Matlab
DELETE CS 049 Y Language Laboratory (2) Python
DELETE CS 133  Computational Geometry (4)
DELETE CS 151  Introduction to Theory of Computation (4)
DELETE DNCE 068  Somatic Techniques and Experiential Anatomy (2)
DELETE ECON 001  Introduction to Economics (4)
DELETE ECON 002 H Honors Introduction to Macroeconomics (5)
DELETE ECON 005  Data Analysis for Economics and Business (5)
DELETE ECON 111  Research Methods in Business and Economics (5)
DELETE ECON 116  Foundations of Political Economy (4)
DELETE ECON 118  The Contemporary United States Economy (4)
DELETE ECON 122 (E-Z) Economic Issues in the News (2)

DELETE ECON 122 E
Economic Issues in the News (2) Economic Aspects of Contemporary Mexican 
Immigration to the United States

DELETE ECON 122 F Economic Issues in the News (2) The Federal Deficit and the National Debt
DELETE ECON 152  Economics of Labor Relations (4)
DELETE ECON 159  Economics of Art, Entertainment, and Culture (4)
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Committee on Courses
Report to the Riverside Division

February 23, 2016

To be received and placed on file:
The Committee on Courses has approved the following courses.

Action: Course: Title: Renumbered From:
DELETE ECON 170 F Case Studies in Economic Development (2) Economic Development in Australia
DELETE ECON 175  Comparative Analysis of Economic Systems (4)
DELETE ECON 180  Transition from Socialism to Capitalism (4)
DELETE GEO 102 C Summer Field Geology (1-14)
DELETE MATH 015  Contemporary Mathematics for the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences (4)
DELETE MATH 104  Mathematics Education (4)
DELETE MCBL 188  Microbiology Diagnostics (4)
DELETE MUS 116  Music of J. S. Bach (4)
DELETE MUS 139  Sequencer Composition (4)
DELETE MUS 146  Genealogy of Electronica (4)
DELETE MUS 171  Gospel Choir (1-2)
DELETE MUS 173  Music Recording (1-2)
CHANGE ART 155  Advanced Moving Images: Film, Video and New Media (4)
CHANGE AST 145  Militarism and Hegemony in the Ancient World (4)
CHANGE BIOL 005 C Introductory Evolution and Ecology (4)
CHANGE BIOL 020  Dynamic Genome (2)
CHANGE BIOL 105  Evolution (4)
CHANGE BIOL 106  Biology of Human Variation (4)
CHANGE BPSC 185  Molecular Evolution (4)
CHANGE BUS 172  Information Economics (4)
CHANGE CHE 100  Engineering Thermodynamics (4)
CHANGE CHEM 001 A General Chemistry (4)
CHANGE CHN 141  Militarism and Hegemony in the Ancient World (4)
CHANGE CLA 141  Militarism and Hegemony in the Ancient World (4)
CHANGE CPAC 141  Militarism and Hegemony in the Ancient World (4)
CHANGE DNCE 067 B Intermediate Modern Dance Technique (2)
CHANGE DNCE 067 C Advanced Modern Dance Technique (2)
CHANGE ECON 002  Introduction to Macroeconomics (5)
CHANGE ECON 003  Introduction to Microeconomics (5)
CHANGE ECON 101  Statistics for Economics (5)
CHANGE ECON 102  Intermediate Microeconomics (5)
CHANGE ECON 103  Intermediate Macroeconomics (5)
CHANGE ECON 104 A Intermediate Microeconomic Theory (5)
CHANGE ECON 104 B Intermediate Microeconomic Theory (5)
CHANGE ECON 105 A Intermediate Macroeconomic Theory (5)
CHANGE ECON 107  Introductory Econometrics (5)
CHANGE ECON 112  Forecasting in Business and Economics (5)
CHANGE ECON 121 E Readings in Economics (2) The Wizard of Oz
CHANGE ECON 121 F Readings in Economics (2) The Revolutions in Agricultural Biology
CHANGE ECON 121 G Readings in Economics (2) The Great Crash and the Great Depression
CHANGE ECON 123  American Economic History (4)
CHANGE ECON 124  World Economic History (4)
CHANGE ECON 125  History of Economic Thought (4)
CHANGE ECON 135  The Stock Market (5)
CHANGE ECON 155  Women's Labor and the Economy (4)
CHANGE ECON 156  Population Dynamics and Economic Well-being (4)
CHANGE ECON 181  Economic Development: Theory and Policy (4)
CHANGE ECON 187  Contemporary Public Policy Challenges in Latin America (4)
CHANGE ECON 190  Special Studies (1-5)
CHANGE EDUC 030  Racial Gaps in Educational Opportunity and Achievement (4)
CHANGE EDUC 050  Intercollegiate Athletics and American Higher Education (4)
CHANGE EDUC 050 S Intercollegiate Athletics and American Higher Education (4)
CHANGE EDUC 104  Mathematics Education (4)
CHANGE EDUC 109  Education in a Diverse Society (4)
CHANGE EDUC 109 S Education in a Diverse Society (4)
CHANGE EDUC 129  Educational Assessment of Individuals with Disabilities (4)
CHANGE EDUC 133  Issues and Trends in Special Education (4)
CHANGE EDUC 175  Language Development in Content Areas (4)
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Committee on Courses
Report to the Riverside Division

February 23, 2016

To be received and placed on file:
The Committee on Courses has approved the following courses.

Action: Course: Title: Renumbered From:
CHANGE EDUC 175 S Language Development in Content Areas (4)
CHANGE EE 010  Introduction to Electrical Engineering (1)
CHANGE EE 114  Probability, Random Variables, and Random Processes in Electrical Engineering (4)
CHANGE GEO 100  Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology (5)
CHANGE GEO 102 A Summer Field Geology (8)
CHANGE GEO 102 B Summer Field Geology (1)
CHANGE GSST 155  Women's Labor and the Economy (4)
CHANGE HISA 123  American Economic History (4)
CHANGE HISA 125 (E-Z) Topics in American Society and Culture (4)
CHANGE LNST 187  Contemporary Public Policy Challenges in Latin America (4)
CHANGE MATH 004  Introduction to College Mathematics for Business and the Social Sciences (5)
CHANGE MATH 005  Precalculus (5)
CHANGE MATH 008 A Introduction to College Mathematics for the Sciences (5)
CHANGE MATH 009 A First-Year Calculus (4)
CHANGE MATH 022  Calculus for Business (5)
CHANGE MATH 120  Optimization (4)
CHANGE MATH 151 B Advanced Calculus (4)
CHANGE MATH 151 C Advanced Calculus (4)
CHANGE MCS 020  Introduction to Film Studies (4)
CHANGE PBPL 155  Women's Labor and the Economy (4)
CHANGE PBPL 197  Research for Undergraduates (1-4)
CHANGE PHYS 039  Adventures in Physics (3)
CHANGE PHYS 177  Computational Methods for Physical Sciences (4)
CHANGE POSC 140  Militarism and Hegemony in the Ancient World (4)
CHANGE POSC 189  Life after Oil: Understanding the New Energy Order (4)
CHANGE RLST 002  Introduction to Comparative Scripture (4)
CHANGE RLST 005  Introduction to Asian Religions (4)
CHANGE RLST 005 H Honors Introduction to Asian Religions (4)
CHANGE SOC 181  World-Systems and Globalization (4)
CHANGE SOC 187  Capstone Seminar in Sociology (4)
CHANGE SPN 001  Elementary Spanish (4)
CHANGE SPN 002  Elementary Spanish (4)
CHANGE SPN 003  Elementary Spanish (4)
CHANGE SPN 004  Intermediate Spanish (4)
CHANGE SPN 005  Intermediate Spanish (4)
CHANGE SPN 006  Intermediate Spanish (4)
CHANGE STAT 048  Statistics for Business (5)
CHANGE STAT 100 A Introduction to Statistics (5)

Professional Courses:

NEW GDIV 403  Interdisciplinary Seminar: Research and Scholarship Ethics (1)
NEW MGT 402  Business Career Professional Development Workshop (2)

Graduate Courses:

NEW ART 293  Directed Individual Studio Production (1-4)
NEW CPLT 221  Film and Literature (4)
NEW CPLT 270  Modern African Literature (4)
NEW CS 256  Modeling and Synthesis of Cyber-Physical Systems (4)
NEW ECON 263  Health, Labor and Human Capital in Developing Countries (4)
NEW EDUC 279  Politics of School Knowledge (4)
NEW EDUC 292  Concurrent Studies in Education (1-4)
NEW EE 232 V Introduction to Smart Grid (4)
NEW EE 258  Modeling and Synthesis of Cyber-Physical Systems (4)
NEW ENSC 203  Human and Ecological Risk Assessment (3)
NEW ENTX 203  Human and Ecological Risk Assessment (3)
NEW MSE 248 V Nanoscale Science and Engineering (4)
NEW PBPL 232  Sustainability Policy (4)
NEW PBPL 233  Environmental Economics and Policy (4)
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Committee on Courses
Report to the Riverside Division

February 23, 2016

To be received and placed on file:
The Committee on Courses has approved the following courses.

Action: Course: Title: Renumbered From:
NEW PBPL 234  Poverty in Global Perspective (4)
NEW PBPL 241  Climate Change Policy (4)
NEW PBPL 242  Applied Environmental History (4)
NEW PBPL 245  Comparative Global Water Policy (4)
NEW PBPL 270  Immigration Policy (4)
NEW PBPL 271  Racial Inequality in Politics and Policy (4)
NEW PBPL 272  Policy and Politics in California (4)
DELETE ANTH 250 A Seminar in History and Theory of Anthropology: Beginnings (4)
DELETE ANTH 250 B Seminar in History and Theory of Anthropology: 1920-1970 (4)
DELETE ANTH 250 C Seminar in History and Theory of Anthropology: 1970 to Contemporary Times (4)
DELETE ECON 202 B Topics in Economic Theory: Applications (4)
DELETE ECON 262  Project Evaluation in Developing Countries (4)
DELETE ECON 266  The Political Economy of Imperialism (4)
DELETE ECON 268  Economics of Biotechnology (4)
DELETE ECON 271  Radical Political Economy (4)
DELETE ECON 272 C Political Economy: Comparative Political Economy (4)
DELETE ECON 279  Political Economy: Advanced Topics (4)
DELETE EE 207  Noise in Electronic Devices (4)
DELETE EE 228  Fundamentals of Data Compression (4)
DELETE EE 242  Intelligent Systems (4)
DELETE EE 248  Computer-Aided Logic Synthesis for Digital Systems (4)
DELETE EE 251  Algorithmic and Combinatorial Coding Theory (4)
DELETE POSC 231  

Proseminar on Research in Political Science in International Relations and Foreign 
Policy (1)

DELETE POSC 251  Seminar in Urban Analysis and Issues (4)
DELETE POSC 253  Constitutional Law (4)
CHANGE BPSC 299  Research for Thesis or Dissertation (1-12)
CHANGE CWPA 270  Poetry Workshop (4)
CHANGE ECON 202  Topics in Economic Theory: Critiques and Alternative Approaches (4) ECON 202A
CHANGE EE 206  Nanoscale Characterization Techniques (4)
CHANGE EE 232  Introduction to Smart Grid (4)
CHANGE EEOB 216  The Theory of Evolution (4)
CHANGE ENTM 262  Molecular Biology of Arthropod Disease Vectors (2)
CHANGE ENTM 299  Research for Thesis or Dissertation (1-12)
CHANGE ETST 255  Critical Issues in Asian American Studies (4)
CHANGE GEN 290  Directed Studies (1-6)
CHANGE MATH 291  Individual Study in Coordinated Areas (1-6)
CHANGE MATH 299  Research for Thesis or Dissertation (1-12)
CHANGE MCBL 262  Molecular Biology of Arthropod Disease Vectors (2)
CHANGE MCBL 299  Research for Thesis or Dissertation (1-12)
CHANGE ME 272  Nanoscale Science and Engineering (4)
CHANGE MSE 227  Nanoscale Characterization Techniques (4)
CHANGE MSE 248  Nanoscale Science and Engineering (4)

Extension Courses:

COURSE EDUC X87.45 Infant and Toddler Development
INSTRUCTOR EDUC X80.01 Principles and Practices of Teaching Young Children, Laura Gordillo, M.S.

INSTRUCTOR EDUC X81
The Role of Home, School and Community in Early Childhood Education, Bertha 
Barajas, M.A.

INSTRUCTOR EDUC X81.92 Teaching in a Diverse Society, Monica Castillo, M.A.

INSTRUCTOR EDUC X82
Developmentall Appropriate Curriculum in Early Childhood Education, Monica Castillo, 
M.A.

INSTRUCTOR EDUC X82.31
Advanced Child Growth and Development (Age 8 Through Adolescence), Laura 
Gordillo, M.S.

INSTRUCTOR EDUC X87.01 Health, Nutrition and Safety in Early Childhood, Monica Castillo, M.A.
INSTRUCTOR EDUC X87.45 Infant and Toddler Development, Shirley Murillo, M.A.
INSTRUCTOR EDUC X88.63 Education and Care of the Infant, Gilda Gonzalez, M.A.
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INSTRUCTOR DEPARTMENT
B. Crites Computer Science CS 100 W'16
B. Crites Computer Science CS 100 S'16
A. Hatch Education EDUC 176 W'16
E. Jahner Education EDUC 172 W'16
L. Terrill Education EDUC 146 W'16
B. Renard English ENGL 152 W'16
C. Heselton History HIST 182 W'16

To be received and placed on file:

LIMITS OF AUTHORIZATION

The Committee on Courses has approved requests to allow the following instructors to teach 
upper division courses as indicated:

COMMITTEE ON COURSES
REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION

FEBRUARY 23, 2016
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COMMITTEE ON COURSES 
REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION 

FEBRUARY 23, 2016 
 
 
To be received and placed on file: 
 
The Committee on Courses has approved the following course proposals for deletion, which 
have been listed in the General Catalog, but for at least four years, have not been offered, been 
offered with zero enrollment, or have been offered but canceled for deletion with the 
concurrence of the departments involved.   
 
This following lists courses that were deleted and identified in the 2014-2015 Academic Year as 
part of the courses not offered for four or more year’s process. 
 
MUS 116 
MUS 139 
MUS 146 
MUS 171 
MUS 173 

POSC 251 
 

 
Course previously approved for deletion: 
POSC 151 PLPA 201 SWSC 262 

 
Courses scheduled to be approved for deletion: 
MUS 128 
MUS 187 

PHIL 142 
PHIL 155 
PHIL 173 
PHIL 230 
PHIL 231 
PHIL 232 
PHIL 233 
PHIL 235 
PHIL 238 
PHIL 239 

PHIL 242 
PHIL 244 
PHIL 253 
PHIL 259 
PHIL 261 
PHIL 262 
PHIL 263 
PHIL 264 
PHIL 265 
PHIL 266 

PLPA 215 
PLPA 220 
 

 
This following lists courses that were deleted and identified in the 2015-2016 Academic Year as 
part of the courses not offered for four or more year’s process. 
 
ANTH 108 
ANTH 133 
ANTH 134 
ANTH 135 
ANTH 137 
ANTH 138 
ANTH 141 
ANTH 142 
ANTH 144 
ANTH 155 
ANTH 156 
ANTH 170 
ANTH 171 

DNCE 068 CS 049 (E-Z) 
CS 049E 
CS 049M 
CS 049Y 
CS 133 
CS 151 
 

ECON 002H 
ECON 005 
ECON 001 
ECON 111 
ECON 116 
ECON 118 
ECON 122 (E-Z) 
ECON 122E 
ECON 122F 
ECON 152 
ECON 159 
ECON 170F 
ECON 175 

EE 002 
EE 160 
EE 207 
EE 228 
EE 242 
EE 248 
EE 251 

MCBL 188 
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ANTH 174 
ANTH 250A 
ANTH 250B 
ANTH 250C 

ECON 180 
ECON 202B 
ECON 262 
ECON 266 
ECON 268 
ECON 271 
ECON 272C 
ECON 279 

 
Courses scheduled to be approved for deletion: 
 
ANTH 102 
ANTH 128 
ANTH 167 
ANTH 210A 

ECON 004 
ECON 060 

EE 140 
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DEPT COURSE TITLE

INSTRUCTOR FIRST 

NAME

INSTRUCTOR LAST 

NAME INSTRUCTOR DEGREE

TYPE OF 

APPROVAL APPROVED

Certificate in Business Management X 02/08/16

Certificate in Nurse Death Investigation X 02/12/16

EDUC X87.45 Infant and Toddler Development Shirley Murillo M.A. I 01/28/16

EDUC X80.01 Principles and Practices of Teaching Young Children Laura Gordillo M.S. I 01/28/16

EDUC X81 The Role of Home, School and Community in Early Childhood Education Bertha Barajas M.A. I 12/03/15

EDUC X81.92 Teaching in a Diverse Society Monica Castillo M.A. I* 01/28/16

EDUC X82  Developmentally Appropriate Curriculum in Early Childhood Education Monica Castillo M.A. I* 01/28/16

EDUC X82.31 Advanced Child Growth and Development (Age 8 Through Adolescence) Laura Gordillo M.S. I 01/28/16

EDUC X87.01 Health, Nutrition and Safety in Early Childhood Monica Castillo M.A. I* 01/28/16

EDUC X87.45 Infant and Toddler Development C 01/28/16

EDUC X88.63 Education and Care of the Infant Gilda Gonzalez M.A. I* 01/28/16

EDUC X313.34A Financial Aid Planning for Higher Education Nicole Cook Ph.D. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X313.35B The College Counseling Process Melissa Chan-Nauli Ed.D I* 02/08/16

EDUC X313.35B The College Counseling  Process Nicole Cook Ph.D. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X313.35B The College Counseling Process Jennifer Kate Mandel M.A. I* 02/08/16

EDU X313.37 College Admissions Procedures Jennifer Kate Mandel M.A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X313.37 College Admissions Procedures Melissa Chan-Nauli Ed.D. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X313.37 College Admissions Procedures Christine Di Benedetto M.A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X313.38 Professional and Ethical Issues in the College Application Process Christine Di Benedetto M.A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X313.39 Practicum in Counseling College-Bound Students Nicole Cook Ph.D. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X325.74 Troubleshooting and Maintaining Computers in the Classroom Jerry Monroe Jaco M.A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X329.01 Differentiation Using the Icons and High-Level Thinking Products Krista Landgraf M.S. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X345 Nutrition and Physical Activity Training and Assessment for Early Care and Education Facilities Eileen M. Ferrer-Nguyen M.S. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X372.7 Food and Child Nutritional Services in Public Education Harold James Sullins M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X373.4 Budget Development and Control in Public Education Mays I Kakish B. A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X396.6 Pre-AP for English Patricia Conquest M.S. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X396.6 Pre-AP for English Thomas Swords M.A. I* 02/08/16

GSCI X403 Introduction to Science Philip Douglas Hudec M.Ed. I* 02/08/16

CRWT X404.10 The Art and Craft of Blogging Ryan Blank M.A. I 02/08/16

CRWT X404.10 The Art and Craft of Blogging C 02/08/16

CRWT X404.4 Introduction to Creative Nonfiction Ryan Blank M.A. I 02/08/16

MATH X409 College Algebra Jeffrey Martin Burke M.A. I* 02/08/16

ENGL X410

Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement English Language and Composition for 

Beginning Instructors Paula M. Carbone Ph.D. I* 02/08/16

ENGL X410.5 Content and Methods for Teaching AP English Literature and Composition Thomas Lederer B.A. I* 02/08/16

ENGL X410.65 Connecting Literature with Creating Writing Veronica Glover Ed.D. I* 02/08/16

ENGL X410.6A Advanced Composition for Educators - Part I Veronica Glover Ed.D. I* 02/08/16

ENGL X410.B

Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement English Language and Composition for 

Advanced Instructors Akua Duku Anokye Ph.D. I* 02/08/16

SPN X412 Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement Spanish Language and Culture Norma E. Arroyo M.A. I* 02/08/16

SPN X412 Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement Spanish Language and Culture Luis Villanueva B.A. I* 02/08/16

SOC X415.21 Fundamentals of Modern Terrorism James Biesterfeld B.S. I* 02/08/16

COMMITTEE ON UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION

FEBRUARY 23, 2016
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DEPT COURSE TITLE

INSTRUCTOR FIRST 

NAME

INSTRUCTOR LAST 

NAME INSTRUCTOR DEGREE

TYPE OF 

APPROVAL APPROVED

COMMITTEE ON UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION

FEBRUARY 23, 2016

SOC X415.21 Fundamentals of Modern Terrorism C 02/12/16

EDUC X420 The Next Generation Science Standards Philip Douglas Hudec M.Ed. I* 02/08/16

MATH X420.C Instructional Design and Differentiation in a Mathematics Common Core Classroom Jeffrey Martin Burke M.A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X421.03 Instructional Strategies for Teaching STEM Philip Douglas Hudec M.ED I* 02/08/16

EDUC X421.03 Instructional Strategies for Teaching STEM C 02/08/16

URST X421.22 CEQA Step-By-Step Jennifer Joy Lynch J.D. I* 02/08/16

ART X423.2 Watercolor Workshop Edward Perez Ph.D. I 02/08/16

ART X426.28 Advanced Fast Sketching Mike Sheehan BFA I 02/08/16

ART X426.28 Advanced Fast Sketching C 02/08/16

EDUC X426.51 Survey of Bilingual Issues Maria Teresa Alvarez-Basin M.A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X426.53 Reading and Biliteracy in a Second Language Maria Teresa Alvarez-Basin M.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X427.61 Overview of Fid. Mgmt Steven Lee M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

CS X428.05 Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement Computer Science Arthur Lopez M.A. i* 02/08/16

EDUC X428.07 Teaching the Gifted and Talented: Advanced Approaches to Curriculum Differentiation Krista Landgraf M.S. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X428.08 Teaching the Gifted and Talented: Approaches to Curriculum and Design Krista Landgraf M.S. I* 02/08/16

CRWT X429 Creating Realistic Characters Ryan Blank M.A. I 02/08/16

LAW X429.5 Computer Legal Research Using LexisNexis Zoe D Caldwell J.D. I* 02/08/16

MATH X429.A Probability and Statistics, Part A Jeffrey Martin Burke M.A. I* 02/08/16

LAW X431 Legal Research and Writing I K. Steven Blake J.D. I 02/08/16

LAW X432 Legal Research and Writing II K. Steven Blake J.D. I 02/08/16

MATH X435.02 Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement* Calculus BC John Quintrell M.A. I* 02/08/16

MATH X435.02 Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement* Calculus BC Gregory John Timm M. Ed. I* 02/08/16

MGT X435.8 Financial Statement Analysis Nicolas Fiore M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

Law X439 Tort Law Hirbod Rashidi J.D. I 02/08/16

EDUC X444.F Intentional Teacher Engagement in a Transitional Kindergarten Classroom Michelle McCarthy M.A. I* 02/08/16

EDUC X444.G Observation and Assessment in a Transitional Kindergarten Classroom Christopher Lawrence M.A. I 02/08/16

EDUC X444.G Observation and Assessment in a Transitional Kindergarten Classroom C 02/08/16

BIOL X445.01A Anatomy and Physiology for Yoga: Part A Cory Johnston M.A. Kinesiology I* 02/08/16

BIOL X445.01B Anatomy and Physiology for Yoga: Part B Cory Johnston M.A. Kinesiology I* 02/08/16

EDUC X450.16 Curriculum Theory and Methods: Content Specific Pedagogy for Secondary Sciences Philip Douglas Hudec M.Ed. I* 02/08/16

ENSC X451 Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement Environmental Science Andrew Michael Milbauer M.Ed. I* 02/08/16

PHYS X452.1 Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement Physics I Barry Peter Grant Panas B. Ed. I* 02/08/16

ERT X452.71 Health GIS Douglas Morales Alvarado MPH I* 02/08/16

ERT X452.71 Health GIS C 02/08/16

ENGR X455.01 Construction Drawing for the Building Trades York Davenport B.A. I 02/08/16

EDUC X455.11 Early Childhood Special Education: Role of Family in Early Childhood Special Education Vanessa Silva MA Spec. Edu. I* 02/08/16

ART X461.31 CAD for Interior Design Thomson William M.A. I 02/08/16

MGT X463.23 Sports Law Antonio Pagano B.A. I 02/08/16

MGT X463.30 Principles of Special Event Management Traci Jermil Gregory B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X463.35 Corporate Event Management Traci Jermil Gregory B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X463.36 Event Fundraising and Sponsorship Traci Jermil Gregory B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X467.21 Finance for Non-Financial Managers Nicolas Fiore M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X468.5 Managerial Accounting Nicolas Fiore M.B.A. I* 02/08/16
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MGT X469.02 Communicating Effectively Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.03 Understanding Your Role as a Supervisor Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.04 Moving Through Change: What's In It for Me? Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.05 Delegation Skills and Managing Team Performance John Epps B.A. I 02/08/16

MGT X469.05 Delegation Skills and Managing Team Performance Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.06 Project and Process Management for Maximum Results Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.07 Building High Performance Teams David  Powell M.S. I* 02/08/16

MGT X469.07 Building High Performance Teams Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.08 Coaching and Mentoring: Developing Employees and Getting Results Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.09 Understanding, Motivating and Managing Others Homa Azad Aimen M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X469.09 Understanding, Motivating and Managing Others Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.11 Managing Difference and Resolving Conflicts Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X469.12 Managing Differences Through Workplace Inclusion Dr. Rebecca Scott Young PHR, CFR, M.B.A., D.B.A I 02/08/16

MGT X470.41 Project Management Essentials Linda McKean M.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X470.42 Quality and Performance Management Linda McKean M.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X470.46 Organizational Leadership and Development Nidhi Shah Ph.D. I* 02/08/16

HIST X475.5 Content and Methods for Teaching Advanced Placement U.S. History Robert S. Kelly III B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X477.6 Fraud and Ethics in Accounting Derek Sloan M.B.A. I 02/08/16

MGT X477.6 Fraud and Ethics in Accounting C 02/08/16

MGT X479 Organizational Behavior Dynamics Nidhi Shah Ph.D. I* 02/08/16

MGT X480.5 Quality Customer Service Homa Azad Aimen M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

LAW X483 Writing Motions Richard Brock J.D. I 02/08/16

LAW X483 The Art of Writing Persuasive Legal Motions C 02/08/16

MGT X491.29 Marketing You: Personal and Career Development Strategies Homa Azad Aimen M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X496.05 Strategic Leadership for a Changing World Homa Azad Aimen M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X496.06 Communicating Across Cultures Homa Azad Aimen M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

MGT X499.2 Workplace Culture and Communication Alissa Bass  M.B.A. I* 02/08/16

* Denotes first time approval for Instructor

**Denotes Instructor has previously been approved but has not yet   taught; therefore, there are no evaluations
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January	4,	2016	
	
To:	Jose	Wudka,	Chair	of	the	Riverside	Division	of	the	Academic	Senate	
	
From:	Mary	Gauvain,	UCR	Assembly	Representative	to	the	UC	Academic	Senate	
	
RE:	Report	of	the	Teleconference	Meeting	of	the	UC	Academic	Senate	Assembly,	December	
9,	2015	
	
Chair’s	Announcements	
The	meeting	was	convened	by	Dan	Hare,	Chair	of	the	Academic	Senate,	who	made	the	
following	announcements:		
1. Work	is	continuing	on	the	transfer	streamlining	process;	a	number	of	majors	have	been	

completed	and	several	more	are	in	process.		
2. The	development	of	a	new	pension	plan	is	also	ongoing.	The	Retirement	Options	Task	

Force	work	is	nearly	finished,	although	there	have	been	some	contentious	items.	The	
Task	Force	is	trying	to	discern	the	relative	importance	of	three	goals:	benefits,	pay-outs,	
and	savings.	The	committee	is	evaluating	several	different	options	and	costs	and	their	
impact	on	UCRP.	The	President	will	receive	the	report	next	week	and	review	it	over	the	
next	month,	and	then	meet	with	Dan	Hare	and	Jim	Chalfant,	Vice	Chair	of	the	Senate,	in	
January	2016.	The	plan	is	to	release	the	report	on	January	15	for	Senate	review,	with	
campus	reviews	due	by	February	15.	Concern	was	raised	by	Shane	White	(UCLA)	about	
the	brevity	of	the	review	process,	especially	for	understanding	the	competitiveness	and	
sustainability	of	the	proposal.		

3. Dan	Hare	has	been	appointed	to	a	working	group	commissioned	by	the	Regents	to	look	
into	issues	of	free	speech	and	academic	freedom.	The	goal	is	to	draft	a	statement	by	the	
end	of	January	2016	that	will	then	be	sent	to	the	campuses	for	review.		

4. Dan	Hare	is	on	the	Task	Force	on	Sexual	Violence,	Assault	and	Harassment,	convened	in	
response	to	the	UCB	case	and	primarily	concerned	with	how	such	cases	are	handled.	
Dan	has	forwarded	information	to	the	President	about	current	policies,	which	has	
increased	her	confidence	in	the	integrity	of	existing	policies.	There	is	also	a	data	
gathering	process	underway	about	on-campus	Title	9	practices.	There	will	be	meetings	
of	the	Task	Force	in	January	and	February	of	2016,	and	faculty	delegates	to	the	Task	
Force	are	currently	being	sought.	The	aim	is	to	clarify	policies	and	determine	if	there	
are	any	differences	in	how	they	are	implemented	on	the	campuses.	The	report	will	be	
reviewed	by	the	Senate	in	February	2016.	

	
President’s	Announcements	

1. At	the	Paris	Global	Climate	Conference,	the	President	announced	UCs	participation	
in	the	Breakthrough	Energy	Coalition	designed	to	fund	investment	in	new	
technology	and	research	on	clean	energy,	especially	reducing	carbon	and	other	
dangerous	gases	into	the	atmosphere.	UC	is	the	only	public	institution	involved	in	
the	coalition	and	it	will	be	involved	on	both	the	investment	and	research	sides.		

2. The	four	winners	of	the	Presidential	Catalyst	Awards	have	been	announced.	There	
were	many	excellent	applications.	The	topics	of	the	awarded	proposals	were:	
Biodiversity,	Drought	and	Carbon	Management,	Archeology	and	At-Risk	Global	
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Heritage	Sites,	and	Dark	Matter.	Awardees	include	representatives	from	9	campuses,	
Lawrence	Berkeley	Labs,	and	ANR.	

3. The	number	of	UC	undergraduate	applications	for	Fall	2016	has	increased	for	
California	residents,	non-residents,	and	international	students.	The	number	of	
transfer	applications	has	also	increased	(the	deadline	was	extended	to	January	4).	
The	goal	is	to	have	a	2:1	ratio	of	California	resident	students	to	transfer	students.	

4. Upcoming	items:		
a. Results	from	the	Task	Force	on	Sexual	Harassment	are	due	soon,	with	a	goal	

to	get	closure	on	this	topic	in	terms	of	policy	early	in	2016.	
b. Report	on	Retirement	Options	is	due	soon;	the	Senate	is	heavily	involved	in	

this	effort.	The	report	is	expected	at	the	March	Regents	meeting.		
c. A	Health	Services	Committee	will	be	formed	to	work	on	issues	pertaining	to	

health	services	for	UC	employees.	
5. Budget.	OP	is	getting	ready	for	the	next	budget	cycle.	There	is	an	expected	4%	

increase	per	the	Governor’s	agreement,	as	well	as	$25	million	in	new	funding	for	
enrollment	growth	to	support	the	campuses	for	the	5000	student	increase	planned	
for	Fall	of	2016.	There	are	plans	to	seek	increased	funds	in	the	new	budget	for	
graduate	student	support.		

6. The	President	commented	on	the	national	discussion	about	campus	climate,	
diversity	and	inclusion.	She	made	a	personal	appeal	for	UC	to	achieve	greater	levels	
of	diversity	among	faculty	and	graduate	students.	She	underscored	the	importance	
of	engaging	students	in	these	efforts	and	the	importance	of	listening	to	the	students.		

	
Provost	Announcements	

1. Some	budget	negotiation	and	agreement	items	are	directly	connected	to	faculty	
activity	and	campus	administration	regarding	the	academic	mission	(e.g.,	student	
success,	especially	for	California	residents).	Requests	such	as	those	regarding	
streamlining	requirements	for	the	majors	are	important	for	faculty	and	departments	
to	address	to	meet	these	budget	negotiation	goals.		

2. Diversity	of	students	and	faculty	is	a	critical	issue	and	the	Regents	want	to	see	
changes	on	this	front,	including	reporting	mechanisms	that	reflect	changes	from	
year	to	year,	such	as	the	proportion	of	women	and	underrepresented	minorities	
hired	each	year	and	what	kinds	of	changes	are	needed	to	reach	the	proportions	in	
these	areas	that	we	aim	for.	The	January	presentation	to	the	Regents	will	focus	on	
diversity,	which	is	included	in	the	accountability	report.		Also	it	is	important	to	
continue	discussion	and	work	on	related	issues	such	as	the	pipeline,	how	to	define	
an	eligibility	pool,	graduation	rates	of	students	in	different	social	groups,	and	the	
advancement	of	diverse	and	women	faculty.		

3. The	Provost	is	working	with	the	President	on	reconceptualizing	graduate	training	to	
include	a	focus	on	innovation	and	entrepreneurship.		
	
Questions	for	the	Provost:	
	
Q:	How	do	these	concerns	address	issues	of	intolerance	especially	toward	Muslim	
students?	
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A:	The	President	has	asked	Student	Affairs	officers	and	Chancellors	to	reach	out	to	
Muslim	students	to	provide	support.		
	
Q:	Prop	209	turns	20	next	year,	is	it	still	an	issue	for	our	diversity	efforts?	
A:	Yes,	although	the	number	of	Latino	applications	and	enrollees	grows	
substantially	each	year,	the	same	is	not	true	of	African	American	students.	The	
population	of	African	American	students	and	faculty	at	UC	is	at	very	low	levels	and	
challenges	our	ability	to	create	a	supportive	campus	climate	for	African	American	
UC	members.		
	
Q:	Will	the	President’s	Postdoctoral	Program	be	expanded	in	the	hope	of	increasing	
campus	diversity	among	the	faculty?	
A:	The	report	to	the	Regents	will	emphasize	the	success	of	this	program	and	ask	for	
more	support.	It	will	also	highlight	the	K-12	efforts	that	are	ongoing	and	also	very	
successful.		
	
Q:	The	Postdoctoral	Search	Waiver	is	presenting	concerns	on	some	of	the	campuses	
by	shifting	the	academic	mission	in	hiring	out	of	the	hands	of	the	faculty	and	into	the	
hands	of	the	administration.		
A:	No	administrator	should	be	able	to	tell	a	search	committee	who	to	hire.	The	
administration	should	set	up	a	different	hiring	process	if	a	Presidential	Postdoctoral	
Fellow	is	available	and	a	good	fit	for	the	campus.	More	extended	discussion	of	this	
issue	is	needed.	Hires	should	always	be	done	in	the	context	of	faculty	needed	on	the	
campus.	Susan	Carlson	and	the	Council	of	VPAP	are	writing	a	document	about	when	
and	how	search	waivers	can	be	used	to	meet	diversity	goals.	
	

	
Business	Items	
Approval	Actions	–	The	Assembly	voted	yes	on	three	motions/changes	to	By-Law	140,	
Regulation	417,	and	Regulation	621.	These	items	can	be	found	on	pages	77-79	in	the	full	
agenda.	In	brief,	the	wording	of	By-Law	140	was	changed	from	“Affirmative	Action	and	
Diversity”	to	“Affirmative	Action,	Diversity,	and	Equity”	throughout.	The	wording	of	
Regulation	417	regarding	Admission	to	Freshman	Standing	was	changed	from	specifying	
that	students	have	completed	Community	College	to	more	general	wording	(lower	division	
coursework,	college	level	coursework	post-graduation	from	an	accredited	secondary	
institution).	The	wording	of	Regulation	621	regarding	Credit	by	Examination	was	changed	
from	specifying	Advanced	Placement	to	the	more	general	wording	Standardized	
Examination	Credit.		
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October 1, 2014

To: Jose Wudka, Chair
Riverside Division

From: Philip Brisk, Chair
Committee on Courses

Re: Committee on Courses Approval of Course Equivalency of Standard and Online Courses

Current policy of the Committee on Courses is that even though on line (virtual) and on campus courses
may be assigned the same course number, the virtual and on campus courses are not equivalent and
the offering department cannot make a case that they are. Currently, virtual courses are designated as
“aaaaxxxV” to distinguish them from the parallel on campus courses that have the same number
(“aaaaxxx”).1 Treating the courses as non equivalent means, among other things, that a “V” course
cannot substitute for an on campus course to satisfy any degree requirement or prerequisite. If a
department wishes to permit the V course to satisfy a degree requirement or prerequisite, it must
explicitly provide for that option in degree or prerequisite requirements by indicating that either course
is acceptable. Moreover, a student who fails an on campus course cannot replace the grade by taking
the parallel virtual course or vice versa. In some cases, departments are developing separate virtual
degree programs that parallel on campus degree programs, and desire to prevent substitution between
virtual and on campus courses for degree credit.2 While on campus and V courses are treated as non
equivalent, they are (generally or universally) designated as having significant overlap, such that a
student cannot receive credit for both the on campus course and the virtual course.

In recent years, the Committee on Courses has had continuing discussions concerning equivalency
between on campus and virtual courses. The Committee wishes to note some of the specific problems
that have arisen in the efforts to manage the separate but parallel courses.

Students are easily confused by the parallel numbering of on campus and virtual courses and
sometimes incorrectly assume that the two are substitutable. We are advised by the Registrar
and others that students often think that the V and campus versions of the courses are the
same.

o A student who believes a V course will fulfill an on campus degree requirement may
enroll in the V course and later discover that the credit does not apply toward the
degree, and the overlap statement may prevent the student from remediating by
enrolling in the on campus course.

1 Current database limitations may prevent use of the V designation. CS 121L, for example, is a virtual course but
because it is also a lab, the field will not accept both V and L.
2 Currently the Master of Science in Engineering On Line (MSOL) is the only exclusively on line degree offered by
UCR. This degree program went through the entire new degree approval process on campus and at UCOP.
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o A student who fails a course in one format may enroll in the other believing that the
other will replace the failing grade. Currently, because the course numbers are
different, SIS cannot prevent this from occurring.

o We are advised that Associate Deans are able to make post hoc exceptions to allow
treatment as equivalent but that currently this practice is rare. As the number of V
courses increases, it appears likely that the frequency of this problem will increase.

o The current overlap statement may contribute to student confusion about equivalency.
Moreover, departments and advisors often describe V and non V courses as having
equivalent content, the only material difference being mode of delivery.

The designation of a course as “virtual” or not is somewhat artificial since many on campus
courses have material amounts of virtual content or other elements of pedagogy and reliance
on blackboard, chat, discussion groups, and other virtual contacts seems to be increasing.
Treatment of virtual and on campus courses as equivalent would engender other problems.

o As noted, some departments desire to use the V designation to separate on campus and
on line degree programs.

o Departments that are not responsible for course delivery but that rely on the courses to
satisfy degree requirements would lose the ability to preclude use of V courses to satisfy
the requirements.

Currently, decisions on treatment as equivalent or not cannot be delegated. That is, Associate
Deans cannot make unilateral decisions on course equivalence (except on an exception basis, as
noted above).
We are advised by the Registrar that most UC campuses consider V courses and campus courses
with same course number to be equivalent.

As an alternative to the current practice, the Committee discussed and unanimously voted to approve
the following recommendation at their April 9, 2014 meeting. The Committee on Educational Policy
subsequently approved the recommendation at their June 4, 2014 meeting.

Courses with standard and virtual offerings are considered equivalent and use of the V designation is to
be discontinued. When a new online course is proposed, either with a new equivalent on campus course
or in addition to an already existing on campus course, the program must provide adequate justification
of this equivalency. Departments that wish to treat online and traditional delivery modes as non
equivalent are instructed to use separate course numbers. Students will be advised of the delivery
mode for each section as they currently are, through the Schedule of Classes portal (See appendix for
examples). For courses already designated as “V” the Committee will work with Departments to
transition existing courses in a manner consistent with the above principles. The Committee notes that
some courses, such as many lab courses cannot be delivered equivalently in traditional and online
formats. In such cases, the courses cannot be assigned the same course number. It is the burden of the
department to establish that treatment is equivalent as appropriate.

The Guidelines for Remote Learning and Committee on Courses General Rules and Policies Governing
Courses of Instruction have been updated to include this recommendation for your reference and are
attached. Also attached please find a screen shot of the schedule classes that highlights how courses
are clearly designated as being offered online.

Attachments:
Committee on Courses General Rules and Policies Governing Courses of Instruction updated with
proposal
Guidelines for Remote Learning updated with proposa
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ACADEMICSENATE RIVERSIDE DIVISION

COMMITTEE ON COURSES
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RIVERSIDE

GENERALRULES AND POLICIESGOVERNING
COURSESOF INSTRUCTION

(Revised July 2013October 2014)

The Committee on Courses is established by Bylaw 8.10.1 of the RiversideDivision of the Academic
Senate. The Committee consists of at least six members selected by the Committeeon
Committees. Normally at least one member of the Courses Committee representseach of the
areas of humanities, social sciences, biological sciences, physical sciences, and each of the
colleges/schools. One representative from the UCR libraries and two student members serve as
non votingmembers, one of the students being nominatedby the Graduate Student Council and
the other by the Student Senate. One member of the Committee on Courses is also a member of
the Committeeon Educational Policy. Representatives from the Registrar’sOffice serve as
consultants to the Committee.

Bylaw 8.10.2 states: “Subject to the provisionof 8.10.3, the Committeehas authority for final
approval of all courses of the RiversideDivision, except those courses in University Extension above
the 200 series, giving due consideration to the findings of the Graduate Council, the Committee on
University Extension, executive committees of the colleges and schools, and officers at Riverside.
The committeewill report its actions at the next regular meeting of the Division.”

All courses of instruction that are offered for credit, including University Extension,must be approved
by the Committee on Courses. Any new course, change in existing course, deletion of course,
restoration of a course previously offered, or other actionmust first be designed and approvedby
the faculty of the proposingdepartment, committee, or program, and approved by its chair/director.
The coursesmust then be submitted to the Committee via the Course Request and Maintenance
System (CRAMS). Once the course proposal is correctly submitted via CRAMS to the Course
Specialist, it will be automatically routed to the next review or approval level; upon review or
approval, it is again forwarded to the next step until it reaches the Committee on Courses. The
routing schedule is listed below:

For Undergraduate Courses
1. Department/Committee/Program Faculty approve
2. Department/Committee/Program Chair approves*

BMSC, BSAD/BUS and EDUC courses to route to the Appropriate Executive Committee
prior to routing to the Registrar’s Office

3. Registrar’sOffice reviews
4. College (or School) ExecutiveCommittee approves (except BMSC, BSAD/BUS and EDUC)
5. Committee on Courses

For UndergraduateHonors Courses Campus wide Honors Courses
1. Honors faculty approves
2. Honors Chair approves

Department basedHonors Courses
1. Department faculty approves
2. Department Chair approves

All Honors Courses
1. UHP ExecutiveCommittee approves**

If applicable, BMSC, BSAD/BUS and EDUC courses to route to the appropriate Executive
Committee prior to routing to the Registrar’sOffice

2. Registrar’sOffice reviews 27



3. College Executive Committee(s) approve, if applicable
4. Committee on Courses approves

For Graduate Courses
1. Department/Committee/Program Faculty approve
2. Department/Committee/Program Chair approves*

BMSC, EDUC, and MGT courses to route to the appropriate Dean prior to routing to
the Registrar’s Office

3. Registrar’s Office reviews
4. Dean of the College (or Division) for review
5. Graduate Council approves
6. Committee on Courses approves

For Professional Courses
1. Department/Committee/Program Faculty approve
2. Department/Committee/Program Chair approves

If applicable, BMSC, EDUC, and MGT courses to route to the appropriate Executive
Committee prior to routing to the Registrar’s Office

3. Registrar’s Office reviews
4. College (or Division) Executive Committee

approves
5. Graduate Council approves
6. Committee on Courses approves

For Extension Courses
1. Dean of University Extension approves
2. Chair of the academic department approves
3. Committee on University Extension approves
4. Committee on Courses approves

Submission deadlines for proposals for courses numbered 001 299 are posted at
http://senate.ucr.edu/Committees/courses/default.htm under the link “Course Submission Deadline
Schedule.” Submission deadlines for courses numbered 300 499 may be obtained from the Course
Specialist (X2 2459).
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In submitting a course proposal form, the following itemsmust be given consideration:

I. Classification and Number of Courses:

A. Classification: Classification of courses is contained in Senate Regulations (SR) 739, 740, and 742.1

SR 740 classifies courses as

1. Lower division courses are open to freshmenand sophomores and are numbered1 99 or are designated by a letter,
especially if the subject is usually taught in high school. In no department is a lower division course acceptable for
upper division credit.

2. Upper division courses are numbered100 199 and are ordinarily open only to studentswho have completedat
least one lower division course in the given subject, or six quarters (or four semesters) of collegework. Special study
courses for undergraduates are numbered199.2

3. Graduate courses are numbered 200 299, and are ordinarily open only to students who have completed at least 18
(or 12 semester) upper division units basic to the subject matter of the course. Graduate courses must be approved
by the GraduateCouncil and by the Committee on Courses.

4. Professional courses for teachers numbered 300 399, are offered in (the Graduate School of) Education, and in
other departments and are specially designed for teachers or prospective teachers.

5. Other professional courses are numbered400 499.

6. Individual study or research graduate courses are numbered500 599 if they may be used to satisfy minimumhigher
degree requirements, otherwise they are numbered600 699.3

The Committee on Courseswill apply the following standardization to all courses:

UNDERGRADUATECOURSES
1 – 99 Lower Division Courses

100 199 Upper Division Courses

Titles and Numbers for Special Undergraduate Courses
90 Special Studies (1 5)
190 Special Studies (1 5)
191 Seminar in
192 Junior Seminar (1 4)
192H Junior Honors Seminar (1 4)
193 Senior Seminar (1 4)
193H Senior Honors Seminar (1 4)
194 Independent Reading (1 2, with a maximumof 4 units)
195 or 195H Senior Thesis (4 4 4 or less, maximum12)
196 or 196H Senior ResearchPaper (1 4, not repeatable)
197 Research for Undergraduates (1 4)
198G Internship, Group (1 12, repeatable to 16)
198H Junior Honors Research (1 4)
198I Internship, Individual (1 12, repeatable to 16)
199 Senior Research (1 4)
199H Senior Honors Research (1 5)

1 UniversitywideManual of the AcademicSenate.
2 Riversideuses a slight variation from SR 740 in those courses assignednumbers 190 199.
3 500 699 courses are not in commonuse in Riverside. 31
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GRADUATE COURSES
200 299

Titles and Numbers for Special GraduateCourses
287 Interdisciplinary Seminar
290 Directed Studies (1 6)
291 Individual Study in Coordinated Areas
292 Concurrent Studies in [Department/Program] (1 4, repeatable for credit; concurrent enrollmentby graduate student in

undergraduate course, with credit for additional graduate level participation)
297 Directed Research (1 6)
298G Internship,Group (1 12, repeatable to 16)
298I Internship, Individual (1 12, repeatable to 16)
299 Research for the Thesis or Dissertation (1 12)

PROFESSIONALCOURSES4

300 399 Professional Courses for Teachers
301 "Teachingof at the College Level" or "Directed Studies in the Teaching of " (To be graded

S/NC. Units must accurately reflect hours of training.)
302 "Apprentice Teaching"or "TeachingPracticum", variable (1 4) units. Open to all appropriate Academic Student

Employees (ASE's) with units assigned to reflect teaching activity during the applicablequarter. To be graded S/NC.
398G Internship,Group (1 12, repeatable to 16)
398I Internship, Individual (1 12, repeatable to 16)
400 499 Other Professional Courses

B. Numbering:

1. A, B, C, D: These letters are used in sequential course titles to indicate the affinity of topics covered in the several
quarters (i.e. CHEM 001A, CHEM 001B). Students are generally required to complete the whole series or a
substantial portion of it. A, B, C, D, coursesdo not necessarily indicate sequential presentation of the courses.
Each quarter's offering is considered a separate course, and new coursesmust be proposed separately, indicating as
specifically as possible the content of each quarter's course.

In a new sequence, the letters A, B, C, … must be used beginningwith “A,” in order. If a course in a sequence is
eliminated, any courseswith subsequent lettersmust be changed to restore the proper sequence. For example, if
the “A” course in an A B C sequence is deleted, courses “B” and “C” must be changed to “A” and “B” respectively.

Note: (E Z) courses do not follow this rule, but rather function as independent courses. Letter suffixes for these
coursesmay be used in any order.

2. E Z: The letter designations "(E Z)" immediately following a course number (e.g., HIST 191 (E Z), Seminar in History)
indicate that different segments or topics within the sequencemay be taken for credit. These segments are
relatively free standing and students are generally not expected to take the whole series or a substantial portion of
it. A studentmay not receive credit for the same lettered segment unless otherwise indicated in the course

description.5 The letters "E" through "Z" do not indicate an order or prerequisites.

3. H: The letter "H" immediately following a course number usually designates an honors course.

4. L: The letter "L" immediately following a course number in the sciences usually designates a laboratory course.

4 See footnote 3 on page 5.
5 For additional information on E Z courses see pp. 10 16.
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5. S: The letter “S” is used to designate a “special course” which means there is a parallel course that has additional
workload and credit as well as an additional activity as the non S course. An “S” course will also affect the other’s
course credit statement. However, not all courses with an “S” suffix are special courses; E Z courses may have “S”
segments.

6. W, X, Y, Z: The letterW, X, Y, or Z following a course number usually designates a WritingAcross the Curriculum
(WAC) coursewhich satisfies, or partially satisfies, the ENGL 001C requirement.

a. Letter W indicates a standardWAC course
b. Letter X indicates either a lower or upper division course that is both a WAC and Honors course.
c. Letter Y indicates a standardWAC course for half (1/2) credit.
d. Letter Z indicates either lower or upper division courses that are both half WAC and Honors.

7. V: The letter V following a course number usually designates a course offered Online. These courses must state
that at least 2/3 or 67% of the grade must be secure.

78. Reusing a CourseNumber: In order to avoid duplication of credit problems in General Catalog copy and on student
recordswithin the normal period to degree completion, a minimumof three yearsmust elapse before a number is
reused to designate a different course. Any variance to this rule must be approvedby the Committee.

89. Renumbering of Existing Courses:

a. Renumbering of existing undergraduate coursewithin undergraduate listing; renumbering an existing graduate
coursewithin graduate listing:

Proposal is submitted as "Change existing course" to reflect the number change.

b. Renumbering existing undergraduate course as a graduate course, or vice versa:
Two course proposals are required: one for the “new” course and one for “deletion of course.”

II. Preparation of Course Proposals.
Course proposals are preparedandmay be viewed via the Course Request and Maintenance System (CRAMS). Instructions
for obtaining access to and using CRAMS are located at http://crams.registrar.ucr.edu.

A. Special Instructions for Completing Sectionswithin the Box on the Course Proposal

1. Course Title and Subtitle: Titles and subtitles should be in English and provide a precise description of content and
emphasis. As titles and subtitles that are more than 32 spaces in length will be abbreviated in the Schedule of
Classes and on transcripts, care should be taken to ensure brevity and clarity of content.

2. Units: SR 760 states: "The value of a course in units shall be reckonedat the rate of one unit for three hours' work
per week per term on the part of the student, or the equivalent."

The academic unit submitting the coursemust substantiate conformity to SR 760.

3. Number of Hours: The number of hours per week proposedby the department should be specified as to lecture,
seminar, discussion,workshop, colloquium, laboratory, practicum, research, studio, screening, consultation, field,
internship, individual study, extra reading, or term paper. If none of these terms adequately describes the work,
the hours may alternately be designated as "activity." The category "activity"may also be used for hours with
varying content (e.g., students choose from screening, extra reading, and field trips). Hours per week per unit of
creditmay not be less than, but may exceed, those listed in the followingguidelines:

a. One unit for each hour per week of lecture, seminar, discussion, workshop, colloquium, or consultation.
Discussion is assumed to mean that the class meets regularly eachweek for the purpose of group consideration
of coursematerials as distinct from lecture. The designation of one hour for "consultation" implies a regularly
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assignedmeeting of one hour with each student each week. If such consultation is less, the unit assignment
must be appropriately adjusted.

It is understood that a minimumof two hours of outside reading or other preparation is expected each week for
each hour of lecture, seminar, consultation or discussion. Appendix 1 (parts A and B) contains further
information about requirements for faculty contact and non contact hours in relation to units.

b. One unit for each two to three hours per week of studio, which includes performance or individual practice.

c. One unit for each three hours per week of laboratory, practicum, field work, screening, internship, clinic, thesis,
tutorial, and activity.

d. One unit for three hours of outside reading or other preparation eachweek is expected for individual study,
research, extra reading, term paper, etc. These categories imply that the reading or research effort exceeds the
standardpreparation to support lecture, discussion, etc. (as described in “a” above). The content of these
educational activities and the method of evaluationmust be described in the syllabus.

e. Internships: Internships (courses numbered198I, 198G, 298I, 298G, 398I and 398G) have additional activity and
hour requirements. See section VII in these guidelines.

The Committee on Coursesmay require academic units to submit course proposals in order to substantiate
conformity to these guidelines.

For the actions listed below, the syllabus should conform to whatever activities are listed, and should show how
completion of the activities by the studentwill be evaluated.

New course
Restoration of course
Change of “faculty contact” hours of an existing course
Addition of “faculty contact” hours to an existing course

For the actions listed below, the syllabus should describe activities that do not involve faculty contact and
should show how completion of these activities by the studentwill be evaluated.

New course
Restoration of a course
Change of the “noncontact” hours of an existing course
Addition of “noncontact” hours to an existing course

4. Prerequisites: Prerequisites for courses are established by the department, committee, or program, and require
the approval of the Committeeon Courses. Prerequisites for upper division and graduate courses should ordinarily
meet the requirements of SR 740. The Committee interprets SR 740 to mean that the minimumprerequisite(s) for
courses numbered100 199 (inclusive) is/are "upper division standing or consent of instructor" and/or successful
completion of one or more introductory course(s) in the discipline. The minimumprerequisite for courses
numbered200 and above is possession of a bachelor's degree or other evidence of academicmaturity.6

Prerequisites less restrictive than these will be permittedonly for extraordinary reasons and will require strong
justification. Normally, prerequisites should be limited to the courses necessary for students to comprehend the
material presented in the proposed course. More extensive prerequisitesmust be justified.

A specific prior Grade Point Averagemay not be listed as a prerequisite for a course, with the exceptionof honors
courses. (A minimumgrade, typically C , in one or a very few specific prerequisite coursesmay be listed among the

6 Note: Academicmaturity is presently attested to for undergraduates by a GPA in excess of 3.0, consent of the instructor, and
evidenceof successful completion of upper division work in the same discipline.
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prerequisites for a course.) Redundancy in lists of prerequisite courses should be avoided. For example, lower
division courses that are already subsumedunder upper division requirements should not be included in the list.
For purposes of fulfilling prerequisites for other courses and for issues of overlap with other courses, Honors
courses and corresponding non Honors courses are equivalent on fulfillment of prerequisites and course overlap.

Should a department wish to restrict enrollment in a course because pedagogically the course requires students to be in a
certain major or class level, this restrictionmust be added to the course prerequisite statement. A restriction allows all
seats within a course to be held for students who meet a specific criterion; students who do not meet a course restriction
will be prevented from enrolling. Course restrictions may be based on a student’s class, college, career level, or major.
Some restriction examples include but are not limited to: courses restricted to freshmen or sophomore students only;
courses that are restricted to a specific major, such as, Ethnic Studies or Computer Science majors only. Any restriction
request requires strong justification, including the following:

a. A report which describeswhether any other major or minor programsat UCR, outside the requesting department,
requires this course, either as a specific requirement or on a list of options, in order to satisfy a requirement in the
student'smajor or minor program. In order to generate this report, the preparer
should request a programsearch (see below, II. 4, G). If the search indicates that extra departmental major and/or
minor programswill be affected by the restriction, consultationmust take place with the affected
departments/programsas to how to minimize adverse effects of the change on all students concerned.

b. Taking into consideration the findings in item a, the department should consider carefully what is the most
appropriate form of enrollment restrictionwhich will achieve access for its studentswhile not unduly limiting access
to other studentswith appropriate prior knowledge and demonstrated need to take the course.

Departments that wish to enforce priority enrollment, that is, holding seats for a select student population for enrollment
management purposes, must include a priority enrollment statement to the course proposal. Priority enrollment is
approved for a three year limited duration and will require a new course proposal submission subject to review and
approval to continue beyond the three year period further details of review below). Additions of prerequisites are
strongly discouraged unless there is an academic reason for adding the prerequisite. Therefore, a justification for a
prerequisite should not simply state that it is for enrollment management purposes or to create priority for students
within the major. Any priority enrollment request requires strong justification, including the following:

a. A report which describeswhether any other major or minor programsat UCR, outside the requesting department's,
require this course, either as a specific requirement or on a list of options, in order to satisfy a requirement in the
student'smajor or minor program. In order to generate this report, the preparer should request a programsearch
(see below, II. 4, G.) If the search indicates that extra departmental major and/orminor programswill be affected
by the priority enrollment, these additional majors and /or minors must be added to the priority enrollment
request. If a course is cross listed it is expected that all departments within the cross listing will have access to the
course within the priority enrollment request. Requests to deviate from this must be strongly justified to include
demonstrating how students who have the course in their degree requirements will be impacted.

b. Taking into consideration the findings in item a, the department should consider carefully what is the most
appropriate form of priority enrollment that will provide access for its students while not unduly limiting access to
other studentswith demonstrated need to take the course. This justification needs to include data (i.e. enrollment
history in the course to include majors/class level of students; projections for future need of the course for
students requiring course to graduate, or other department factors) that substantiates the need to implement
priority enrollment and how the department feels priority enrollment will positively impact the circumstance it is
intended to mitigate.

c. When implementing approved priority enrollment in the Student Information System, quota
controls/reserved seating should be utilized in consultation with the Registrar’s Office for assistance.
General population students (students who do not meet priority enrollment criteria) should be given access to a
portion of seats when at all possible.

d. Approval for continuation after the three year period will be based on a comprehensive review of data and
narrative submitted by the department with the course proposal. The objective during this review is for the
department to 1) demonstrate the positive impact the priority enrollment had on the major students,35
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therefore, meeting the goals of instituting priority enrollment, 2) document the continued need for the priority
enrollment with key illustration that the issue still persists and 3) how the department has served the general
population during the three year period of the priority enrollment.

Needs for data to support this process can be requested at http://www.data request.ucr.edu/ and will be supplied by the
Registrar’s Office.

5. Course Description: The description appears in the catalog and should convey the material, the nature, and the scope of
the course in amanner that providesguidanceto studentsas they select courses. Descriptions should complywith campus
style guidelines and be 50 words or less, with the word count standard determined by the Registrar'sOffice.

6. Grading and Repeatability: Indicate the grading basis for the course. If the course has special grading or is
repeatable, include this information in the appropriate section(s).

Grading: Since Senate regulation1.2.2 offers students broad latitude to take courses not counting toward their major
requirements on a S/NC basis, an undergraduate coursemay not be restricted as “Letter Grade Only” unless it is an honors
course thatmustbeLetterGrade onlyor enrollment is restricted to majors only.

The default grading types for undergraduate courses are:

Undergraduate Courses (001 199)
The default grading type is Letter Grade or petition for Satisfactory/NoCredit (S/NC), except for Honors courses that must
be Letter Grade Only.
Graduateand Professional Courses (200 499)
The default grading type is Letter Grade only.

Appendix 2 presents these and other grading types and standard grading statements available on CRAMS.

Repeatability: Normally, undergraduate courses, except for independent study, internship, courses, and the like, are
not repeatable for credit. If a department wishes to propose that a course be repeatable as topics change, there
must be strong justification demonstrating that a given contentwill not be repeated frequently, and explaining how
the coursewill be monitored to prevent students from receiving credit for duplication of work.

The repeatability of a coursewithin a single quarter will only rarely be granted. Such a requestwill need especially
strong justification, as will requests to permit students to repeat a course several times.

Where a course with varying topics under a general theme is desired, an (E Z) umbrella course should be created; then
individual courses can be approved under different letter designations, thereby precluding duplication of credit.

Note: (E Z) courses should not generally be marked repeatable because each segment functions as a separate
course. Thus two or more (E Z) segmentsmay be offered and taken by students within a single quarterwithout
being marked as repeatable.

7. Cross listed Courses: List any cross listed (identical) courses in the appropriate section.

8. Duplicate or Overlapping Courses: If the course content overlapswith the content of other courses to the extent that
credit is awarded for only one of the courses (e.g., HNPG 010A, HMSS 001, and HMSS 002), state so in the
Credit Statement section. Credit overlap caused by duplication of content results in a punitive effect to students, as
credit may be denied post facto and this may delay graduation, cost excess staff and student time, etc.

B. Instructor: SR 750 states: “(A) Only regularly appointedofficers of instructionholding appropriate instructional titles may
have substantial responsibility for the content and conduct of courseswhich are approvedby the Academic Senate. (B)
Professors, professors in residenceand adjunct instructors, and lecturersmay give courses of any grade. Persons holding
other instructional titles may teach lower division courses only, unless individually authorized to teach courses
of higher grade by the appropriate Committee on Courses or GraduateCouncil. If a course is given in sections by several
instructors, each instructor shall hold the required instructional title. (C) Announcements of special study courses in which
individual studentswork under the direction of variousmembers of the departmentmay state that presentation is by the
staff, but a member of the department shall be designated as the instructor in charge. (D) Only persons approvedby the36
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appropriate administrative officer [Dean of the College from which the proposal originates], with the concurrence of the
Committee on Courses concerned, may assist in instruction in courses authorizedby the AcademicSenate. (E) No student
may serve as a reader or assistant in a course in which he is enrolled.”

All new courses should state the name of the intended instructor(s) or of the Department chair. Changes in existing
course(s) should state the name of the instructor(s) who will be teaching the course(s), the name of the instructor in
charge, or that of the Department chair [SR750.c.].

C. Justifications: For a new course or restoration, describehow the coursewill strengthen the offerings of the academic unit.
For a revision, state the reason for each action proposed. For a deletion, explain why the course is no longer necessaryor
why it can no longer be taught.

Include descriptions of new E Z segments that are not described in the catalog description.

D. Syllabus: For a new course, restored course, or a coursewith a substantive change, include a substantive current or
proposed syllabus that outlines the course by week, date, or topic and includes weighted grading criteria. To indicate the
amount of required reading, provide a reading list that is linked to a week, date, or topic.

An up to date syllabusmust be provided. The syllabusmust reflect the activities proposed to "earn" the units,
accountingboth for activities during faculty contact hours and outside individual work. If a discussion (or lab, or
workshop, studio, etc.) is included in the course, the syllabusmust acknowledge at least briefly what will take place
during this activity and show how students' accomplishment in this activity will be counted in the evaluationof their
achievement. Please remember the rules governing awarding of academic credit stated under II.A.2 above.

When a substantial change is being proposed, the syllabus should be updated by the department to reflect this change.
Likewise, syllabi that refer to prior versions of the course at UCR or at other institutionswill not be considered and the
course proposalwill be returned for amendment.

E. Courses IncludingDistance Learning Technologies: Courses orcoursesectionsinstructed entirely or partially through distance
learning must be submitted through the regular procedure for approval. Even when such a course closely imitates an
already approved course that does not include on line components, a separate course syllabusorproposalmust be
prepared. The activities, unit justification, and evaluationmethodswill necessarily be different for such a course;
moreover, different regulations apply to the parameters of a distance learning course, concerning, for example, students’
eligibility for financial aid. For additional information on proposals of courses or sections involving online delivery, refer
to the appendix, “Guidelines for Remote Learning Courses.”

F. Course and ProgramSearches: Completion of a course search and/or a program search is essential when one of the actions
listed below is desired. The purpose of such a search is to identify additional courses as well as major and minor programs
that will be affected by the proposed change, so that necessaryadjustmentsmay be made at the same time
as the requested change. For example, the prerequisites or credit statements for a variety of coursesmay need to be
changed in order to include or exclude the target course as a prerequisite to other courses, or to prevent students from
receiving duplicate credit for identical or overlapping course content.

A program search or a course search should be requestedas follows:

If You Are Order a ProgramSearch From Order a Course Search From

Deleting the course Academic Senate Office Registrar's Office
Renumbering the course Academic Senate Office Registrar's Office
Changing the Title Academic SenateOffice
Changing the Units AcademicSenateOffice
Changing the Cross listing Academic Senate Office Registrar's Office
Changing the Credit Statement Registrar's Office
Changing prerequisite to include a

limitation on enrollment to
majors and/orminors Academic SenateOffice

Allow 5 working days for receipt of search reports. 37
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Reviewing the reports: The ProgramSearch report lists programs,majors, and minors in which the proposedcourse
appears. Review these programs to determine if they will be affected by your course proposal. Course numbers, titles,
prerequisites, credit statements, etc. may be affected. Use the information from this report to help you answer questions in
CRAMS. If requesting an enrollment restriction to majors and/orminors, use the program search to determinewhich extra
departmentalmajor/minor programsmay be affected, and consult with the affected departments, reporting on this in the
justification in your request. The Course Search report lists courses that are affected by courses, either in their prerequisite
or description. List all courses in this section that are determined to be affected. For Honors courses and Non honors
courses a course search is necessary, but submittal of affected courses are not necessary (Honor and Non Honors courses
are considered equivalent on fulfillment of prerequisites and course overlap).

G. Requests for Exception to Due Dates for Course Proposals: The deadlines for proposingnew courses and for proposing
changes to approved courseswith reference to a future effective date (the academic termwhen the new course can first be
offered, or when changeswill take effect) are firm, and exceptions are approved infrequently. However, it sometimes
becomes necessary for a department/programto request a brief exception to the deadline for reasons that could not have
been anticipated. When this occurs, the department should complete the Request for Extensionof Course Proposal
Submission Deadline Form, which is available on the Committee’s web site
(http://senate.ucr.edu/committee/8/request_for_extension_of_course_request_submission_deadline_for m.html). If the
request is approved, a copy of the approved form, and of any other relevant correspondence,must be pasted into the
Faculty Correspondence field on CRAMSbefore the late course proposal is submitted.Appendix3 contains a sample copy of
the Request for Extension form.

GENERALPOLICIES

In approving, disapproving, or recommending changes in course proposals, the Committee will be guided by the rules given
above and by the following general policies:

I. Level and Emphasis of Courses:

The primary emphasis in the course should be academic and not vocational, stressing the acquiring of a body of knowledge
and the understanding of principles and theories rather than the development of skills and techniques for immediate
practical application in a vocational sense. The skills and techniques should be taught as means to learning, analyzing, and
criticizing theories and principles, not for vocational ends themselves.

II. Scope and Organization of Courses:

Although the Committee does not decide general educational policy nor does it intend to infringe upon departmental
judgment as to course content, it will use the following criteria for evaluating a course proposal:

The course should have a clear and essential place in the overall offering of the department, division, or school; either filling
a gap in the existing course structure, or strengthening that structurewithout duplication or excessiveoverlapping.

Basic courses should not constituteproliferation, i.e., the splitting up of a body of knowledgeor a field of study into parts
too small to warrant separate treatment in themselves. Seminars offer such a specialized approach.

Courses should be organized realistically with respect to quality of understanding versus quantity of material a student is
expected to master in the time allotted. The catalog description shouldmake clear the special nature of a particular course.

III. CourseDuplication or Overlap:

The Committee on Courses is watchful of duplicationor overlap of courses offered by other academicunits. It is the
responsibility of the department/programto ensure that any new course it proposes does not duplicatenor overlap
existing courses offered by other units on campus. It is imperative that the originating unit provide adequate explanation
and/or written concurrence from department(s) where duplication or overlapwould exist. (Please see the discussionof
duplication of credit under II.A.8 on page 10 above.)
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NOTE: It is in the department's own interest to provide such an explanation and consent. If the Committee on Courses has
any questions concerning potential duplication or overlap of a proposednew course, the proposalwill be returned to the
originating department/programfor evidence that consultation has taken place.

IV. Guidelines for Cross Listing of Courses:

The use of and need for CROSS LISTING of courses varies widely from program to program.

A. Policy Statement:
1. Cross listed courses are jointly owned and require the agreement of ALL the departments/programs, for which they have

been approved, on all aspects of the course including changes subsequent to initial approval.

2. A proposal for cross listing with an existing coursemust be accompanied by concurrent course proposals from ALL of the
departments and/orprogramswithwhomthe course is to be cross listed. A syllabus is not required for new coursesbeing
cross listed with an existing course.

3. The proposal for a new course, when submitted for cross listing, must be accompanied by proposal forms from ALL
departments and/or programs involved. The information within the "box" on the course proposal form (e.g., title,
description, units, etc.,) must be the same on the forms submitted by ALL participating departments or programs with
the exceptionof the department name and course number. It is recommended that cross listed courses have the same
number but it is not required.

4. Any and all changes in the description, title, units, etc., of an existing cross listed course require concurrent
agreement and submission of course proposal forms by ALL departments and/or programs involved.

The cross listing of courses is an established practice which is to be continued. Extreme examples of multiple cross
listing exist, indicating the need for guidelines to be used in the consideration of cross listing proposals. The guidelines
enumerated have been preparedwith consideration to the "Recommendations" of the Committee on Educational Policy
(3/17/80). The needs and views of the Colleges of Natural and Agricultural Sciences and of Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences have been solicited and considered.

B. Guidelines for Approval of Cross Listed Courses:

1. Courses created jointly by faculty frommore than one department/programwill normally be considered for cross
listing.

2. Courses in which instruction is shared by faculty frommore than one department/programwill be considered for
cross listing. Sharing is interpreted as co equal responsibility for content, presentation, and the evaluationof student
performance. For the purpose of these guidelines, "Guest" lecturers invited from other departments/programswill
not be interpreted as adequate justification of cross listing proposals.

3. New courses prepared for a department or programby a facultymember (or members) from other
departments/programscan be considered for cross listing.

4. Approval of the course's instructor(s) by all departments/programs is required at the time cross listing of a course is
proposed.

5. Recognizing thepotential occurrenceof “COMPELLING”administrativeor educational reasons for proposingcross listing,
such proposals can be considered. Such proposalsmust be strongly justified by thosemaking the proposal. Cross listing
proposals in this category are interpreted as occurring in response to truly exceptional circumstances. Cross listing for
the purpose of cross disciplinary student "advising"will not be considered.

6. If two or more departments/programsdeem the content of a course appropriate for inclusion in their respective
curricula, the coursewill be considered for cross listing. If more than three departments propose cross listing of a
single course, the Committee requests strong justification.39
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7. When deleting multiple cross listed A,B,C series, all deletions shall have the “Last Effective” term date of the first

affected course to avoid any possible confusion in catalog printing.

V. E Z Courses.

The E Z course format provides a mechanismwherebymany subtopicsmay be presentedunder one broad, umbrella topic.
The course title covers the broad topic, with the subtitles of lettered segments (E through Z) identifyingmore specific
subject areas. E Z umbrella coursesmay be developedwithin the undergraduate, graduate, and professional school
curricula. These offeringsmay be used to take advantageof the expertise of visiting professors (“one timeonly” offerings)
and/or to test acceptance of a course topic with an eye to possible formalization of the more popular segments into
regularly scheduled courses. Lettered segments within the E Z umbrella coursemay be offered at regular or irregular
intervals, based upon student and curricular needs. Generally, the letters H and L are not used for segments to alleviate any
confusionwith Honors courses or Laboratory courses. In addition,W. X. Y. and Z are usually used forWriting Across the
Curriculum (WAC) courseswhich offer full or partial credit for satisfaction of the ENGL 001C requirement.When creating an
E Z course, select the most appropriate of the three formats describedbelow. Course descriptions will appear in the
General Catalog as shown in the examples.

E Z Umbrella Coursewith Segment Subtitles Listed in Its Description
This format is recommendedwhen the majority of the segments are frequently offered, segments have a similar design, and
segment descriptions are not needed to provide guidance to students as they select courses. [See example.]

Example:

MUS 080 (E Z). Private Instruction:Voice, Keyboard, and Strings (1 2) Studio, .5 1 hour; individual practice, 5 10 hours.
Prerequisite(s):MUS 001 or equivalent; consent of instructor. Students take a half or one hour lesson and practice 5 to 10
hours eachweek (see the note regarding fees under theMajor Requirements section).Offered as demand indicates. E.
Voice; F. Classical Piano; G. Jazz Piano; I. Harpsichord; J. Carillon; K. Jazz Guitar; L. Electronic Bass Guitar;M. Lute; N. Classical
Guitar; O. Viola da gamba; P. Piano Proficiency; Q. Organ; R. Violin; S. Viola; T. Violoncello; U. Double Bass Viol. Normally
graded Satisfactory (S) or No Credit (NC), but studentsmay petition for a letter grade on the basis of performance before a
jury or at a recital. Segments are repeatable.

E Z Umbrella Coursewithout Segment Subtitles Listed
This format is recommendedwhen the majority of the segments are infrequently offered.

Example:

ENGL 142 (E Z). Cultural Studies (4) Lecture, 3 hours; reading (extra), 3 hours. Prerequisite(s): upper division standing or
lower division English course (other than composition) or consent of instructor. The formal, historical, and theoretical
analysis of culture in its broadest sense, including popular literature, the mass media, and/or the interplay between "low"
and "high" or peasant and elite cultural forms. Topics may be drawn from any historical field.

E Z Umbrella Coursewith Segment Subtitles Listed Separately
This format is recommendedwhen the majority of the segments are frequently offered and segment descriptions are
needed to provide guidance to students as they select courses.

Example:

RLST 128 (E Z). Topics in the Bible (4) For hours and prerequisites, see segment descriptions. Academicexamination of
issues relating to the Bible.
RLST 128E. Contemporary Views of Jesus (4) Lecture, 3 hours; individual study, 3 hours. Prerequisite(s): upper division
standing or consent of instructor. An examination of contemporaryways in which Jesus has been understood by
academically oriented scholarship. Particular attention is given to the question of sources and of the methods used to
identify those parts of the preserved tradition that are attributed to Jesus himself.
RLST 128F. Biblical Fictions (4) Lecture, 3 hours; outside research, 3 hours. Prerequisite(s): RLST 010; upper division standing
or consent of instructor. Examines artistic rewritings of biblical narratives from antiquity to the present (ancient Jewish and
Christian novels,medieval plays and stories,modern films and novels) to explore the intersections of religion, culture, and
society.
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A. Procedure for Approval of an E Z Umbrella Course.

Submission of an E Z umbrella course proposalmust follow the same routing as for any permanent course. The
Committee on Courses recommends that the segment subtopics to be offered under an E Z series be identified at the
time of submission of the E Z umbrella course proposal. Segments are regular courses of instruction. Descriptions and
course outlines for new segmentsmust be provided.

B. Procedure for Approval of an E Z Umbrella Coursewith Segment Subtitles Listed in Its Description.

1. An E Z umbrella coursewith segment subtitles in its descriptionmust follow the same routing as for any permanent
course. The course proposal should be for the E Z umbrella number [i.e., FREN 177 (E Z)]. The “Catalog Description”
should consist of the umbrella description followedby the segment letters and subtitles [in alphabetical order]. The
“Justification” for the umbrella should contain the segment descriptions. An outline or syllabus for each segment
must be included in the course proposal. The “ClosingNotes” section of the course proposal should indicatewhich
segments are being added.

2. New segment letters and subtitlesmay be added to an existing E Z series by submission of a course proposal for the
umbrella and number. The “CatalogDescription” should consist of the umbrella description followedby the
existing and proposed segment letters and subtitles. A description of each new segment should be included in the
“Justification” and a course outline for each new segmentmust be included in the course proposal.

Exception: If the segment is to be offered “one time only” it should be submitted on a separate course proposal.
That is, a proposal should be submitted for the E Z umbrella numberwith the segment letter (i.e., HIST 111E).

3. A stronger prerequisite than what is stated in the umbrellamay be required for a new segment. The specific
prerequisite(s) and the segment letter it applies to should be added to the prerequisite(s) for the umbrella.

4. If an academicunit wishes to change or delete a segment letter and subtitle, a course proposal for the umbrella
numbermust be submitted. The “CatalogDescription” should consist of the umbrella description followed by the
existing segment letters and subtitles [in alphabetical order]. Proposed changes in segment letter(s) and subtitle(s)
should be included. Segment letters and subtitles to be deleted should be removed. The “Closing Notes” section of
the course proposal should indicate which segments are being changed and/or which segments are being deleted.
An explanation for the changes/deletions should be provided in the “Justification.” If the segment change affects
the segment description, a new description should be included in the “Justification” and a course outline must be
included in the course proposal.

C. Procedure for Approval of an E Z Umbrella Coursewithout Segment Subtitles Listed in Its Description

1. An E Z umbrella coursewithout segment subtitles in its description must follow the same routing as for any
permanent course. The course proposal should be for the E Z umbrella number and title [i.e., FREN 177 (E Z)]. The
“CatalogDescription” should consist of the umbrella description.

2. Procedure for Approval of an Individual SegmentWhose Subtitle Is Not Listed in the Description of Its Umbrella.

a. Academicunits may choose to establish a segmentwhose subtitle is not listed in the description of its umbrella
course. The complete description of such a segmentmay or may not be listed in the General Catalog at the
unit’s option. However, if the description of one segment of an umbrella is listed in the General Catalog, the
descriptions of all other segmentsof that umbrellamust also be listed. "One timeonly" segmentswill be
consideredas "not for catalog listing."
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b. Academicunits may establish segments of this type by submitting a course proposal for the E Z umbrella
number with the segment letter (i.e., HIST 111E). These course proposalsmust follow the same routing as for
any permanent course. The "CatalogDescription" would be the segment description and a course outline must
be included in the course proposal.

c. Unit requirements are approvedat the time the E Z umbrella is approved. When a segmentwith unit
specifications differing from the umbrella is submitted for approval, a change in the existing umbrella should be
submitted at the same time to show the variable units.

d. Existing segments not listed in the catalog can be scheduled for presentation in any quarter.

e. When an academic unit chooses to change or to delete an existing segment, a course proposal for the E Z
Umbrella with the segment letter (i.e., HIST 111E) should be submitted. The proposal must follow the same
routing as for any permanent undergraduate or graduate course being changed or deleted.

f. A course proposal for a segmentmust include the applicable restrictions, special grading, and cross listing
notations from its umbrella course proposal. If restrictions, special grading or cross listing notations are added,
deleted or changedon the umbrella course proposal, course proposals reflecting these changesmust be
submitted concurrently for the umbrella’s segment.

D. Segment Lettering and Titles.

It is important that letters and subtitles for E Z segments be assignedcarefully and consistently. A studentmay not
receive credit for the same segment unless otherwise indicated in the course description. A studentmay receive credit
for repeating the umbrella course if the segment letter and subtitle is different. Duplicationof content by different
segmentswithin a series is to be avoided. If an activity within an E Z umbrella course necessitates reuse of alphabet
letters, a minimumof three years should elapse before a letter is reused to designatea different segment subtopic.

VI Special Studies (90 190) and Directed Studies (290) Courses:

A. Special Studies Courses (90 and 190).

The sole purpose of undergraduate Special Studies courses (90 and 190) is to provide students with a means for
meeting special curricular requirements or problems on an individualbasis and for variable units.

Registration in all special studies coursesmust be approvedby the chair of the department/program concerned, based
upon a written proposal submitted to the chair. (SR 546)

B. Directed Studies Courses (290).

The sole purpose of graduateDirected Studies courses (290) is to provide studentswith a means of conducting
individual, supervised researchor for studying special topics on an individualbasis and for variable units.

Registration in all directed studies coursesmust be approved, in the form of a written petition, by the instructor and the
department chair or graduate advisor. The petitionmust be filed with the office of the Dean of the GraduateDivision.
(GR 1.5.10)

VII. Internships:

The internship experiencehas become an increasingly important component in the academic training of our students.
Internships differ from Special Studies (90 and 190) by the involvement of a non departmental sponsor (generally off
campus) in addition to the faculty member/student relationship.
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RiversideDivision Regulation R1.9 adopted in December1976 states: “A maximumof 16 units of credit may be obtained
through internship courses,with a maximumof 12 units of internship scheduled in a single quarter. Internship course credit
is given for academicwork related to the experience of the internship, not for the work experience alone.”

Guidelines: The following internship guidelineswere also adopted:

1. An academic internship is defined as an educational experience in which the studentworks under the direct
supervision of someoneother than a faculty member, normally in an agency/firm/institution outside the campus,
with a faculty supervisor ultimately responsible for assigning and evaluating academicwork done for course credit
in relationship to the experience. Under no circumstanceswill credit be given for the internship experience alone.

2. Each department wishing to sponsor internshipswill have a designated ladder faculty member or lecturerwho is
responsible for seeing that a common standard is applied to all internships and that these guidelines are adhered to
in all instances.

3. The course number 198 is required for internships: 198I is suggested for individual internships and 198G for group
internships. The course number 298 is required for those internships considered by the department to be
“graduate”: 298I is suggested for individual internships and 298G for group internships. These graduate
internshipswill normally carry credit toward a graduatedegree. The course number 398 will be required for those
internships considered by the department to be “professional”: 398I is suggested for individual internships and
398G for group internships. These professional internshipswill carry academic credit but will not count toward a
degree.

4. For individual and group internships, the student and designated facultymemberwill submit on an appropriate
form a clear written statementof purpose, field experience content, and academic content of the proposed
internship. The proposalmust be approvedby the chair of the department or program in which the internship is
offered.

5. The essential criterion for one unit credit is one hour of academicwork plus two or more hours of internshipper
week. Internship courses should normally be listed as 1 12 units, repeatable to a maximumof 16. The normal
expectation is that each local internshipwill not count for more than 4 or 5 units in a single quarter, larger numbers
of units being reserved for quarter away types of situations.

VIII.X 100 and X 200 Courses in University Extension:

In order to facilitate its review of course proposals in University Extension in the X 100 (undergraduate) and X 200
(graduate) series, the Committee on Courses requires from the chairs of departments and programsa brief statement,
accompanying the proposal form, vouching for the validity of the course proposal and its acceptability for majors in their
respectivedepartments.

IX. Summer Session Courses:

Any course listed in the General Catalogmay be offered in Summer Session. No additional approval is required for these
courses to be offered in Summer Session. New or experimental courses,modifications of catalog courses, and any other
instructionnot previously approved,which is proposedby a department/pro gram for presentation in Summer Session
must follow the normal Academic Senate procedures for course approval. If a coursewill be offered in Summer Session
only, add the following statement to the end of the course description: Offered in summer only.

X. Continuity of CourseOfferings:

Unless otherwise specified, a course that has been approvedby the Committee on Coursesmay be offered in any quarter.
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However, if any course has not been offered by a department for four consecutive years the Committee on Coursesmay
request that it be deleted. (See RiversideDivision Bylaw 8.10.4.) This policy is intended to ensure that the General Catalog
will accurately reflect the departments' regular course offerings and to encouragedepartments to examine carefully the
justification for retaining infrequently offered courses on the basis of the departments' curricular objectives and resources.
Courses offeredonly on an intermittent basis should be considered for inclusion in an appropriate E Z series.

XI. Policy Statement for Courses that Have Not Been Offered for Four Consecutive Years:

Periodically, the Committee on Courseswill send lists of courses that have not been offered during the previous four years
and eight years to departments. For courses that have not been offered in four years, the departments should either
prepare deletion proposals or advise the Committee on Courses that they intend to offer the course(s) during the upcoming
year. For courses that have not been offered in eight or more years, the departments should prepare deletion proposals. A
course can be reinstatedafter deletion by submission of a course proposal for restoration.

XII. “One TimeOnly” Courses

Special courses to be taught by visiting instructors or courses that are planned as a single offering should be submitted as
“one time only.” Check the “To be offered once only:” box and fill in the Quarter and year it will be offered. These courses
then will be automatically deleted upon completionwithout additional paperwork.

XIII.Use of Films in Academic Courses:

Courses centeringon films should include regular lectures and discussion comprising at least half of the course content.
Substantial reading lists, term papers, etc., should be required in addition to screening films. Suggestions on information to
be includedwith the course form can be found in the memo of June 20, 1984, from the Committee on Courses to
Department/ProgramChairs.

XIV.Courses Containing Experiments Using Recombinant DNA:

Undergraduate and graduate course proposalswhich contain experiments using recombinant DNA technologymust have the
experiments approvedand certified by the UCR Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC). The Committee on Courseswill not
approve such course proposals if the use of recombinant DNA has not been certified.

It is the instructor's responsibility to complete and forward the “Biological Use Authorization (BUA)” form to the Compliance
Officer of the IBC, Office of Research. A copy of the approved registration form should be attached to the course proposal
formwhen it is submitted to the Committee on Courses. If the course changes and the use of DNA is substantially changed,
the instructor should submit a written notification to the Compliance Officer of the IBC, Office of Research. A copy of the
approvednotification should be attached to the change in course proposal formwhen it is submitted.

XV. Requests For ApprovalOf Associate Instructors (Associates In) and of Teaching Fellows

Normally an Associate in will conduct the entire instructionof a lower division course or for a subgroupof students in a
lower division course. An Associate in may not give an upper division or graduate course or course section exceptwith the
approval of the campus Committee on Courses of Instruction. (SR 750)

AcademicPersonnelManual 410 20b. states “Subject to the general supervision of a faculty member . . . , a Teaching
Fellow should be competent to provide the entire instructionof a lower division course to a group of students, and normally
should be given such assignments. Assignment to conduct instruction in an upper division or graduate course or section
may not be made exceptwith the approval of the Committee on Courses of Instruction (Regulation of the AcademicSenate,
750).”
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A request for approval of an Associate in or teaching fellow to teach an upper division course or graduate course (Teaching
Fellow only) should be sent to the Committeeon Courses through the college/school dean (who endorses the request) in
accordancewith published deadlines. The Committee on Courses is under no obligation to consider requests for approval
beyond publisheddeadlines.

The request should contain:

A justification for the necessity of hiring an Associate In to teach the particular course in question.
The candidate's complete curriculumvitae (CV); the standardUniversityBiographyForm for Academic Personnel
(U1501)may be submitted, but departments are urged to work with the candidate to develop a professional CV for
submission.
A summary statementof the individual's qualifications regarding both knowledgeof the field and preparation for
classroompresentations.
Copies of teaching evaluations for all lower or upper division course(s) the candidate has recently taught.
The candidate's graduate transcript, including the current GPA.
Name(s) of faculty who will monitor course presentation quality. For first time appointments, departments are
urged to ensure that monitoring is close and direct.

In cases where the Associate in is to teach a cross listed course, a memo of agreement from the relevant department(s)
should accompany the request.

XVI. APPENDICES
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Graded In Progress (IP) until HIST 100A and HIST 100B are completed, at which time a final 
grade is assigned.

Standard Grading Statement 
Other Grading Statement 

General Catalog

STANDARD GRADING STATEMENTS 

May be taken Satisfactory (S) or No Credit (NC) with consent of instructor and graduate advisor

Students who submit a term paper receive a letter grade; other students receive a Satisfactory (S) or No Credit
(NC) grade.

Students who present a seminar receive a letter grade; other students receive a Satisfactory (S) or No Credit (NC)
grade.

Students who present a seminar or submit a term paper receive a letter grade; other students receive a
Satisfactory (S) or No Credit (NC) grade.

May be taken Satisfactory (S) or No Credit (NC) by students advanced to candidacy for the Ph.D.

Normally graded Satisfactory (S) or No Credit (NC), but students may petition the instructor for a letter grade on 
the basis of assigned extra work or examination

Satisfactory (S) or No Credit (NC) grading is not available.

Graded Satisfactory (S) or No Credit (NC).
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Request for Extension of Course Proposal Submission Deadline 

Course Number: 

Course Title: 
Effective Quarter and Year: 

Course Action (check all that apply): 
    New     Change 

    Course Number 
    Title 
    Cross-listing 
    Restoration 

    Deletion 

   Other 
   Credit Statement (e.g., Credit is awarded for only one of BIOL 003 or BIOL 005A) 

If the course is being deleted or its Course Number, Title, Units, Cross-listing, or Credit Statement is being 
changed, or you are adding a priority enrollment statement; please request reports from your course proposal 
preparer before completing the fields in this box. 

List other courses affected by course proposal: 

List programs (e.g., degrees, minors) affected by course proposal: 

Course proposal needs approval before the following: 
    Schedule of Classes is published 
    Summer Sessions Catalog is published 
    First day of enrollment 
    First day of instruction 
    Agenda deadline for the next Riverside Division Academic Senate meeting 
    General Catalog is published 

Request extension of deadline to (date): 
Reason regular deadline was (or will be) missed: 

Chair of Department/Program: Date: 
Submitted By: Date: 

Reviewed by Courses Specialist: Date: 
Comments: 

    Approved (   with conditions in Comments field above)     Denied 

Committee on Courses Chair: Date: 

Instructions: Complete the form and save as a Word Document. Submit this request as an attachment to an 52
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e-mail addressed to mmiller@ucr.edu and beth.beatty@ucr.edu 
1/31/12 
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Definition

would 

CatalogDescription

Approval
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Evaluation

Suggested Guidelines to the Committee on Courses
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In addition:

except 

Received by Executive Council:             December 7, 2015
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY
REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION

FEBRUARY 23, 2016

To Be Adopted

Proposed Changes to Regulation 6 Campus Graduation Requirements
(R6.1)  

PRESENT: PROPOSED:

R6.1  English composition. Students must 
demonstrate adequate proficiency in English 
composition by completing a one-year 
sequence of college-level instruction in English 
composition, with no grade lower than C. 
Courses that the Academic Senate designates
as alternatives to the sequence’s third-quarter 
course, English 1C, may be applied toward 
satisfaction of the third-quarter requirement if a 
student’s college permits its majors to 
substitute such a course for 1C, and if 
students have first passed English 1B with a 
“C” or higher. The grade in the alternative 
course must be no lower than a “C.” Individual 
colleges may set a higher GPA requirement in 
English 1A and/or 1B as a prerequisite to take 
Senate-approved alternatives to English 
1C.(Am 16 Nov 2004)(AM 30 Nov. 2010)

R6.1  English composition. Students must 
demonstrate adequate proficiency in English 
composition by completing a one-year 
sequence of college-level instruction in English 
composition, with no grade lower than C. 
Courses in the Writing across the Curriculum 
(WAC) program and other alternatives 
approved by the Academic Senate as
alternatives to the sequence’s third-quarter 
course, English 1C, may be applied toward 
satisfaction of the third-quarter requirement if a 
student’s college permits its majors to 
substitute such a course for 1C, and if 
students have first passed English 1B with a 
“C” or higher. The grade in the alternative 
course must be no lower than a “C.” Individual 
colleges may set a higher GPA requirement in 
English 1A and/or 1B as a prerequisite to take 
Senate-approved alternatives to English 
1C.(Am 16 Nov 2004)(AM 30 Nov. 2010)

R6.1.1  Transfer students who have taken one
semester of English composition at another
college or university are required to take
English 1B and English 1C, with the option of
taking an alternative to English 1C approved
by the Academic Senate if a student’s college
permits its majors to substitute such a course
for 1C.(Am 24 May 84)(Am 30 Nov. 2010)

R6.1.1  Transfer students who have taken one
semester of English composition at another
college or university are required to take
English 1B and English 1C, with the option of
taking a course in the WAC program and
other alternatives to English 1C approved
by the Academic Senate if a student’s college
permits its majors to substitute such a course
for 1C.(Am 24 May 84)(Am 30 Nov. 2010)

R6.1.2  The requirement for the first two 
quarters of instruction (or equivalent 
proficiency) may be met as follows:

(No change)

R6.1.2.1  (1) By achieving a score of 4 or 5 on 
the College Board Advanced Placement Test 
in English;

(No change)

R6.1.2.2  (2) By achieving a score of 3 on the (No change)
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College Board Advanced Placement Test in 
English and taking English 1A-1B for credit or 
by taking only English 1B for credit;

R6.1.2.3  (3) By achieving a passing score on 
both parts of the California State University 
and College English Equivalency Examination 
(taken prior to July 1, 1993) (Am 30 May 96)

(No change)

Justification:

The Committee on Educational Policy reviewed the Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) pilot 
program.  After a successful review the Committee determined that the program should 
continue as a permanent alternative to English 1C.  The Committee on Educational Policy will 
review the program every 5 years to ensure that it remains an effective alternate to English 1C.

Approvals: 

Approved by the Committee on Educational Policy:    November 6, 2015
   

The Committee on Rules and Jurisdiction finds the 
wording to be consistent with the code of the
Academic Senate:          February 1, 2016

Received by Executive Council:                                                            February 8, 2016   
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December 7, 2015 
 
 
To: Executive Council 

From: Leonard Nunney  
 Chair, Committee on Library, Information Technology and Scholarly 

Communication 
  
 
Re: Proposed changes to Bylaw 8.9  
 
 
The Committee on Library, Information Technology and Scholarly Communication took 
the suggestion from Executive Council and removed the word "all" before "matters".   
 
Bylaw 8.9.1 now reads: 
 
Purpose:  The Committee on Library and Information Technology advises the Division, 
Chancellor and President in accordance with the Standing Orders of the Regents on all 
matters relating to academic computing and information technology; administration of 
the library; and matters concerning scholarly communications. (Am 9 Feb 89) (Am 5 Feb 
98) (Am 30 May 06) (Am 14 Oct 13) 
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COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND  
SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION 

 
REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION 

February 23, 2016 
 

To Be Adopted 
 

Proposed changes to Bylaw 8.9 
 

PRESENT PROPOSED 
8.9. Library, Information Technology & 
Scholarly Communication (En 6 Oct 70) 
(Am 5 Feb 98) (Am 14 Oct 2013) 

8.9. Library and Information Technology 
(En 6 Oct 70) (Am 5 Feb 98) (Am 14 Oct 13) 

 8.9.1 Purpose:  The Committee on Library 
and Information Technology advises the 
Division, Chancellor and President in 
accordance with the Standing Orders of the 
Regents on all matters relating to academic 
computing and information technology; 
administration of the library; and all matters 
concerning scholarly communications. (Am 9 
Feb 89) (Am 5 Feb 98) (Am 30 May 06) (Am 
14 Oct 13) 
 

8.9.1. This committee consists of at least 
nine members, including a Chair and Vice 
Chair appointed by Committee on 
Committees. The Associate Vice Chancellor 
for Computing and Communications (or 
his/her representative) and the University 
Librarian of the Riverside Campus will serve 
as ex officio non-voting members. Neither ex 
officio member may serve as Chair or Vice 
Chair. The Vice Chair of the committee 
normally serves on the University Committee 
on Computing and Communications. The 
Chair will normally serve on the University 
Committee on Library and Scholarly 
Communications. (AM 19 Nov 81)(AM 2 Feb 
98) (AM 9 Jan 73) (Am 14 Oct 13) 

8.9.2 Membership:  This committee 
consists of at least nine members, including a 
Chair and Vice Chair appointed by the 
Committee on Committees.  The Associate 
Vice Chancellor for Computing and 
Communications (or his/her representative) 
and the University Librarian of the Riverside 
Campus will serve as ex officio non-voting 
members.  Neither ex officio member may 
serve as Chair or Vice Chair.  The Vice Chair 
of the committee normally serves on the 
University Committee on Computing and 
Communications. The Chair will normally 
serve on the University Committee on Library 
and Scholarly Communications. (AM 19 Nov 
81)(AM 2 Feb 98) (AM 9 Jan 73) (Am 14 Oct 
13)  
 

8.9.2. It is the duty of this committee to: (Am 
14 Oct 13) 

8.9.3  Duties: It is the duty of this committee 
to: (Am 14 Oct 13) 
 

8.9.2.1. Advise the Division, 
Chancellor and President on all matters 
relating to academic computing and 
information technology; administration of the 
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library; and matters concerning scholarly 
communications in accordance with the 
Standing Orders of the Regents. (Am 9 Feb 
89) (AM 5 Feb 98) (Am 30 May 06) (Am 14 
Oct 13) 
8.9.2.2. Review use of and recommend ways 
to improve the functioning of the campus 
Computing and Communications, and 
University Library units to meet Faculty and 
student needs; (Am 5 Feb 98) (Am 14 Oct 
13) 

8.9.3.1 Review use of and recommend 
ways to improve the functioning of the 
campus Computing and Communications, 
and University Library units to meet Faculty 
and student needs; (Am 5 Feb 98) (Am 14 
Oct 13)  
 

8.9.2.3. Recommend ways to improve 
education in the use of computers, 
information, and campus instructional 
technology; (Am 5 Feb 98) (Am 14 Oct 13) 

8.9.3.2. Recommend ways to improve 
education in the use of computers, 
information, and campus instructional 
technology; (Am 5 Feb 98) (Am 14 Oct 13) 
  

8.9.2.4. Assess the state of campus 
instructional technology support and 
participate in long range planning to meet 
future needs; the committee may also initiate 
studies and generate recommendations to 
the division and the administration on the 
better use of campus library and technology 
resources. (Am 14 Oct 13) 

8.9.3.3. Assess the state of campus 
instructional technology support and 
participate in long range planning to meet 
future needs; the committee may also initiate 
studies and generate recommendations to 
the division and the administration on the 
better use of campus library and technology 
resources. (Am 14 Oct 13) 
 

8.9.2.5. Subject to fund availability, this 
committee will solicit and rank requests for 
grants for supporting and expanding the use 
of computing and information technology in 
research and instruction; (En 9 Feb 89) (Am 
3 Feb 00) (Am 21 Feb 2012) (Am 14 Oct 13) 

8.9.3.4.  Subject to fund availability, this 
committee will solicit and rank requests for 
grants for supporting and expanding the use 
of computing and information technology in 
research and instruction; (En 9 Feb 89) (Am 
3 Feb 00) (Am 21 Feb 2012) (Am 14 Oct 13)
  

8.9.2.6. Participate with the librarian in 
matters relating to the library budget, the 
formulation of library policies, the allocation of 
space, and the apportionment of funds; and 
serve as a liaison between the faculty and 
library administration. (Am 14 Oct 13) 

8.9.3.5.  Participate with the librarian in 
matters relating to the library budget, the 
formulation of library policies, the allocation of 
space, and the apportionment of funds; and 
serve as a liaison between the faculty and 
library administration. (Am 14 Oct 13)  
 

8.9.2.7. Prepare and submit to the Division 
an annual report on the library’s effectiveness 
in meeting the campus needs, its financial 
situation, allocations of space, facilities for 
research, and any other matters within its 
jurisdiction. (Am 14 Oct 13) 

8.9.36.  Prepare and submit to the Division 
an annual report on the library’s effectiveness 
in meeting the campus needs, its financial 
situation, allocations of space, facilities for 
research, and any other matters within its 
jurisdiction. (Am 14 Oct 13)  
 

8.9.2.8. Participate in an advisory capacity in 
the appointment of the librarian. (Am 14 Oct 
13) 

8.9.3.7.  Participate in an advisory capacity in 
the appointment of the librarian. (Am 14 Oct 
13)  
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Statement of Purpose and Effect: 
 
The Bylaws have been updated to comply with a blanket new format introduced by the 
Senate to help clarify the purpose, membership and duties of all committees.  
 
When the committee on Library and Scholarly Communication merged with the 
committee on Academic Computing and Information Technology, it was intended that 
members would formally change the committee’s name. To finalize the committee 
merger, the committee voted to change its name to the committee on Library and 
Information Technology.  
 
 
Approved by the Committee on Library,  
Information Technology and Scholarly Communication:  November 26, 2014 
         December 7, 2015 
 
The Committee on Rules and Jurisdiction finds the  
Wording to be consistent with the code of the  
Academic Senate:       March 19, 2014 
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COMMITTEE ON PLANNING AND BUDGET 
REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION 

February 23, 2016 
 

To Be Adopted 
 

Proposed Changes to Charge of the Committee on Planning and Budget 
(Bylaw 8.18)  

 
PRESENT 
 

PROPOSED 

8.18 Planning and Budget 8.18 Planning and Budget  
 
8.18.1 The committee will have at least nine 
members, preferably of tenure rank. One 
committee member shall be appointed from the 
social sciences departments and programs of the 
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences; 
one member from the arts departments of that 
college; and one member from the humanities 
departments and programs of that college. One 
committee member shall be appointed from the 
natural sciences departments and programs of the 
College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences; one 
member from the biological sciences departments 
and programs of that college; and one member 
from the physical sciences departments and 
programs of that college. One committee member 
shall be appointed from the Bourns College of 
Engineering, one from the Anderson Graduate 
School of Management and one from the 
Graduate School of Education. Additional 
members from other units may be appointed as 
appropriate. The Chair normally also serves on 
the University Committee on Planning and 
Budget. Two P&B members, one of which may 
be the Chair, will also serve on Chancellorial 
Advisory Committee (COSSA).   (Am 25 May 
95) (Am 28 May 98)(Am 17 Feb 09) (Am 29 
May 12) (Am 25 Feb 14) 
 
8.18.2 The committee shall provide advice to the 
Chancellor and represent the Division on matters 
concerning the distribution of resources on campus. 
It shall also be the duty of the committee to 
consider, provide advice and report on such matters 
of academic planning and resource allocations 
which may be referred to it by the University 
Committee on Planning and Budget, the Academic 
Council, the Chancellor, the vice Chancellors, the 
Deans, the Division, or by any committee of the 

 
8.18.1 The committee will have at least nine 
members, preferably of tenure rank, one of whom 
will be selected by the Committee on Committees 
to serve as Chair, another as Vice Chair. One 
committee member shall be appointed from the 
social sciences departments and programs of the 
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences; 
one member from the arts departments of that 
college; and one member from the humanities 
departments and programs of that college. One 
committee member shall be appointed from the 
natural sciences departments and programs of the 
College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences; one 
member from the biological sciences departments 
and programs of that college; and one member 
from the physical sciences departments and 
programs of that college. One committee member 
shall be appointed from the Bourns College of 
Engineering, one from the Anderson Graduate 
School of Management and one from the Graduate 
School of Education. Additional members from 
other units may be appointed as appropriate. The 
Chair normally also serves on the University 
Committee on Planning and Budget. One P&B 
member, who may be the Chair, will also serve on 
the Service Level Agreement Governance 
Committee. (Am 25 May 95) (Am 28 May 98)(Am 
17 Feb 09) (Am 29 May 12) (Am 25 Feb 14) 
 
8.18.2 The committee shall provide advice to the 
Chancellor and represent the Division on matters 
concerning the distribution of resources on campus. 
It shall also be the duty of the committee to 
consider, provide advice and report on such matters 
of academic planning and resource allocations 
which may be referred to it by the University 
Committee on Planning and Budget, the Academic 
Council, the Chancellor, the vice Chancellors, the 
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Division. (Am 28 May 98) Deans, the Division, or by any committee of the 
Division. (Am 28 May 98) 

 
 
Statement of Purpose and Effect:   
The Committee proposes the addition of a Vice Chair position, which can aid in the organization of the 
committee and serve as a fill in for the Chair when he/she is unavailable. Given the size of the committee, 
the frequency of meetings, and the complexity of the topics, the appointment of a Vice Chair is 
appropriate.  Given the added responsibilities to an already heavy work-load committee, this work should 
be recognized with the Vice Chair title.  Further, a Vice Chair could help with continuity after the chair 
completes his/her term, although this position does not guarantee an appointment to Chair.  
 
The COSSA Committee is now defunct and will be replaced by the SLA Governance Committee which 
has been established to provide “checks and balances” to ensure that service provision, quality of 
services, and that costs are in alignment with the overall strategic objectives of UCR and the needs of 
customer units.  Given the central nature of this committee to the new budget model, this appointment 
should be formalized by the Senate.  The Committee also proposes flexibility to appoint a CPB member 
other than the Chair. 
 
 
 
Effective: upon approval 
 
 
Approvals: 
Approved by the Committee on Planning And Budget: 10/20/2015     
 
The Committee on Rules and Jurisdiction finds the wording to be consistent with the code of the 
Academic Senate:  11/24/2015      
 
Received by Executive Council: 12/07/2015  
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